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Abstract
In the aftermath of several recent loss of control accidents, much has been
discussed about the decline in pilots’ manual flying skills. Previous studies have
been able to measure manual flying performance and show how it has declined.
Yet there has been little research conducted to investigate why some pilots may
be reluctant or unable to practice manual flight.
A survey gathered qualitative and quantitative data from 883 current airline and
business jet pilots from a variety of backgrounds. This was in order to ascertain
pilots’ own perceptions of manual flying skills and investigate their awareness
and susceptibility to any degradation of them. The number and types of events
where manual flight has been required, such as failure of aircraft systems or
external factors, were also identified. The amount of manual flying which pilots
perform was also studied, with differences apparent between various subgroups, such as region, type of operation and pilot function. Pilots’ perceptions
on the design of current aircraft systems relating to manual flight, specifically
low speed and high angle of attack situations, were also investigated as well as
monitoring and training issues.
Results indicated a significant proportion of pilots have experienced a
degradation of their manual flying skills and almost all pilots are aware that their
skills will decline if they are not practiced. The majority of pilots have also
experienced aircraft system failures and external events which required manual
flight.
A number of human factors related issues were also identified which may
prevent some pilots from practicing manual flying, such as fatigue, lack of
confidence, different automation policies of operators and fear of triggering a
Flight Data Monitoring event.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Loss of control in flight is now the most significant cause of fatal accidents
amongst commercial transport aircraft (EASA, 2010; Boeing, 2012; CAA, 2013).
Relatively recent accidents such as the Asiana Boeing 777, Air France Airbus
A330 (AF447) and the Colgan Air Dash 8 Q400, would most likely have had
more positive outcomes if the crews had demonstrated and applied a (higher)
level of monitoring and manual flying skill.
Manual flying ability is just one of many of the technical and non-technical skills
that a pilot should possess. Attributes such as teamwork, effective
communication, leadership, judgement and decision making are also key.
Vast amounts of information have been produced about flight crew reliance
upon automation during the last 40 years, yet automation related incidents and
loss of control accidents are still prevalent. In today’s aviation environment
where costs need to be controlled more than ever, automation is of immense
benefit in achieving accurate and efficient/optimum flight profiles, saving time
and fuel along with increases in operational capability.
It is evident that the industry is faced with an extremely important issue with
regards to automation (and training for it) and how it has affected manual flying.
The main context of this research is to establish the factors why some aircrews
have become so dissuaded from practicing manual flight and going “back to
basics”, as well as to establish their awareness levels of manual flying skill
degradation.
Where this research will differ from previous studies is that it will collect data
from pilots worldwide operating a range of aircraft types. Previous studies have
generally used participants from a single source and generally one aircraft type.
This study will also examine the human factors issues which possibly deter
pilots from being able to fly manually. It is also hoped to ascertain the number
and type of events that have occurred to a group of pilots which led to manual
flight being required.
In order to clarify what manual flight is for the purposes of this study, it may be
described as: control of an aircraft flight path without the use of automated
functions (such as an autopilot or autothrust system). It may be also taken to a
further level, which is flight without guidance cues available from a flight director
system.
Situations where manual flight is required may occur without warning, be it due
to a technical failure of an automated aircraft system (see figure 1.1 as an
example) or an external event. However, when the automation fails, it is wholly
reasonable to expect a trained pilot to be able to fly their aircraft within its
normal flight envelope. A “non-normal” or emergency situation is neither the
1

time nor the place for a pilot to start rediscovering lost skills. In such situations
pilot workload will be increasing, but it should not be to the point where either
control of the aircraft or its flight path is compromised.
Figure 1.1 An in-flight system failure of the primary flight instruments requiring
manual flight using standby instruments. (Photo: Author)

It is suggested that flying manually requires increased cognitive demands in
some situations when compared to automated flight (Ebbatson, 2009). If a pilot
is in current manual flying practice, then the cognitive demands they experience
may be less than a pilot who is not current. A more current pilot would then
have more ‘mental capacity’ available if they found themselves in a situation
that required manual flight.
Obviously there are situations where practising manual flying skills may
decrease safety margins and increase workload for the monitoring pilot, such as
in very congested airspace or inclement weather conditions.
The opportunities to practice manual flight are becoming limited, with RVSM
airspace and the increasing number of airport P-RNAV departures and arrivals,
which mandate the use of a certain level of automation. With the future of ATC
environments moving to initiatives such as the “Single European Sky” and
“NextGen”, the need for automated functions such as controller to pilot data
links in order to enable aircraft to fly closer together and on more direct routings,
will most likely further decrease the opportunities to fly manually.
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During the course of this research, on 6th July 2013, the accident occurred to
the Asiana Airlines Boeing 777 in San Francisco. The aircraft crashed whilst
performing a visual approach in good weather conditions. At the time of writing
the NTSB has yet to publish their final report, however in June 2014 an initial
press release highlighted a safety issue regarding the lack of manual flight
training (NTSB, 2014).
It seems almost inconceivable that in the 21st century, one of the world’s most
modern airliners, fully serviceable, can crash with three qualified experienced
pilots in the cockpit. Yet prior to the accident, the crew had been trained,
checked and judged to be “competent” by a “system”. This “systemic” failure lies
at the heart of the accident, rather than just three individuals in the flight deck.
The route on to the flight deck (in Europe and some other regions) has changed
considerably over the past fifteen years due to a change in the Joint Aviation
Authority licensing requirements at the end of the 20th century. Traditionally,
pilots would either be selected and sponsored by an airline through an
approved school; or would “work their way up” via flight instruction, air taxi,
regional operators and so forth until they reached a certain level of experience.
Recent developments within the airline industry such as the MPL, mean that it is
now possible for a pilot to start flying a highly automated aircraft from the very
beginning of their flying career.
Prior to the MPL, the only option in the (civil) training system was to obtain a
Commercial Pilot Licence which qualifies candidates to fly and command a
“single pilot” light twin-engine aircraft, before commencing type-specific airline
training. Changing the philosophy from day one of MPL training, to bring in the
competency-based teamwork/multi-crew element, may be a step in the right
direction for those wishing to become airline pilots. Whilst the previous system
was by no means perfect, the reduction of actual flying hours in real training
aircraft as part of the MPL syllabus (hours which are deemed “non-relevant” by
IATA, 2011), mean trainee pilots may not develop sufficient levels of manual
flying skill prior to starting the (increased) flight simulator phase of training.
With the rise of the “low cost” airlines, the main route into a modern jet airliner
flight deck (in Europe) now favours low-hour “cadet” pilots, many of whom pay
the cost of the training directly to the airline. These pilots may contribute a
significant revenue stream to an operator, meaning those other pilots with
extensive experience gained elsewhere are often overlooked for the “cheaper”
option. This is not to say the training or selection of these cadet pilots is in any
way inferior, far from it, competition is probably tougher than ever before. The
one area in which these low-hour pilots will most likely be missing out is in the
development of manual flying skills.
The military would traditionally also have provided airlines with a certain amount
of experienced well-trained pilots (in terms of manual handling), yet with
shrinking defence budgets and cutbacks, the pool of available ex-military pilots
is smaller than ever before.
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The trend in the United States has moved in the opposite direction with the
introduction of the FAA’s “1,500 hour” rule (FAA, 2013a), whereby a civil pilot
must have a minimum of 1,500 hours flying experience and an ATP certificate in
order to secure a position on the flight deck of a “part 121” scheduled air carrier.
This rulemaking partly came about as a result of the 2009 accident of Colgan
Air flight 3407 (NTSB, 2010) in order to address experience levels in the flight
deck. Whilst both crew members had in excess of 1,500 hours at the time of the
accident, it was possible then for co-pilots to start flying airline operations with
250 hours flying experience. Regional/commuter aircraft in which these pilots
would typically start their careers now generally offer a level of automation
comparable to much larger types. As a result some of these pilots were being
placed in an operating environment at the start of their flying careers, which
would limit the opportunity for them to develop manual handling skills.
A typical airline crew may use an autopilot from a height of 400 feet after takeoff until shortly before landing, or after landing if an autoland is performed. The
total time spent manually flying is typically in the order of one to two minutes per
flight. This may result in long-haul pilots experiencing less than two hours per
year of actual manual flying, with short-haul crews experiencing slightly more.
With the introduction of a possible EASA “cruise pilot licence”, further concerns
are being raised by the European Cockpit Association, as pilots who operate
solely as cruise relief pilots will have no opportunity to build up any manual
flying experience.
It could be argued that today’s pilots may need a greater level of basic manual
flying skills than their predecessors. Also flying manually may be required in
more demanding emergency situations. However, situations requiring manual
flight are practiced less frequently due to the increased technology and
technical reliability of current aircraft. Yet crews may still be expected to fly their
aircraft without an autopilot, as an aircraft’s Minimum Equipment List will specify
that it is permitted to fly with such items inoperative for a certain time period.
Many operators now do little to encourage manual flight. After a series of
events, one European carrier has banned the use of manual thrust on their
single-aisle Airbus fleet. As a result, crews may only practice manual speed
control in the simulator. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some airline crew
may practice manual or raw data flight in line operation shortly prior to a
proficiency check in a full flight simulator (Ebbatson, 2006). In some cases this
has led to unstabilised approaches, with damage being caused to the aircraft as
a result.
Whilst some pilots may wish to fly manually, their colleagues in the flight deck
may feel uncomfortable with the idea, thereby preventing them from doing so.
Fear of triggering a Flight Data Monitoring event, exceeding an aircraft
limitation, an unstable approach/go around, and the associated appointment
“without tea and biscuits” in a fleet manager’s office, may mean (some)
Captains become reluctant to let their First Officer manually fly the aircraft.
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When these First Officers eventually become Captains, then it is highly unlikely
that this behavioural pattern will change.
As pilots become “de-skilled”, has the industry now reached a critical point
whereby it is actually more dangerous to have the human controlling the
aircraft? Flight crew are the last line of defence and they should be able to fly
their aircraft safely inside the normal flight envelope.

1.2 Rationale
The concern over declining manual flying skills is not a new issue. In the late
1990s the phrase “children of the magenta” was first used by American Airlines’
Captain Warren VanderBurgh, during a training presentation relating to
automation dependency amongst flight crew. (The “magenta” referring to the
colour of which automated flight path information may be shown on instrument
displays). The training was aimed at changing the culture which drives pilots to
attempt to operate at the highest levels of automation at all times. It stressed
the need that pilots may need to revert to a lower level of automation (such as
manual control) if the situation requires it, and in some cases (such as a late
landing runway change) use of automation may actually increase workload.
Now over seventeen years have passed since this phrase was used, in this time
those “children of the magenta” have progressed within the industry. Some may
be in training positions and even be encouraging the use of automation at all
times. The legacy of the “children of the magenta” is now being seen in the
aftermath of several accidents. Are there now “magenta grandchildren”? It
would appear so. The report into the accident of flight AF447 (BEA, 2012b,
p.192) stated, “the piloting abilities of long-haul and/or ab-initio pilots were
sometimes poor.” In the aftermath of the Asiana Boeing 777 crash, it was widely
reported in the media that the Pilot Flying was “stressed” and “very concerned”
at the prospect of having to perform a visual approach.
The following is a list of some recent incidents/accidents that have occurred to
public transport category aircraft during periods of manual flight:
•

Accident - Boeing 777–200ER on the 6th July 2013, crashed during a
visual approach in benign conditions to Runway 28L in San Francisco
(NTSB, 2014).

•

Incident - Airbus A320 on 11th March 2013, approach to stall during a
visual approach to Marseille, France (BEA investigation ongoing).

•

Incident - Airbus A321 at Paris on 20th July 2012, speed dropped to
alpha protection value during a manually flown approach (BEA, 2014).

•

Incident - Airbus A320 at Tel Aviv on 3rd April 2012, approach to stall on
turning final results in Alpha Floor and flaps overspeed (BEA, 2013a).
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•

Incident - Airbus A319 at Tunis on 24th March 2012, extreme rate of
descent on glideslope intercept, GPWS alerts and descent below safe
altitude (BEA, 2013b).

•

Incident - Airbus A340-300 on July 22nd 2011, experienced an autopilot
disconnect leading to a rapid climb of 5,000ft per minute from FL350 to
FL380 and approach to an aerodynamic stall near Guadeloupe (BEA,
2012a).

•

Incident - Avro RJ100 on 20th July 2011 at Nuremberg and Zurich, loss
of autopilot, autothrottle and flight director. Incident report stated “the copilot did not manage to continue to control the aircraft manually.” (BFU,
2012, p.8).

•

Incident - B737-800NG, on 26th May 2010, whilst at FL370 the co-pilot
inadvertently caused an aerodynamic “upset” causing loss of control at
altitude whilst the commander had temporarily vacated the flight deck.
The co-pilot was unable use manual flight to control the aircraft (DGCA,
2010).

•

Accident - Airbus A330, on 12th May 2010, crashed in daylight during a
go around at Tripoli in Libya (LYCAA, 2013).

•

Accident - Airbus A330-203, on 1st June 2009, experienced an autopilot
and autothrust disconnect due to temporary icing of the aircraft’s pitot
probes. The aircraft entered an aerodynamic stall following incorrect
crew actions and crashed into the Atlantic Ocean (BEA, 2012b).

•

Accident – Bombardier DHC 8 Q400 on 12th February 2009, crashed on
approach to Buffalo Airport New York, due to a loss of control following
the crew’s inappropriate response to the activation of the stall warning
system (NTSB, 2010).

•

Accident – Boeing 737-800 on 25th February 2009, crashed on approach
to Amsterdam Airport due to loss of control and stall following the crew’s
inappropriate monitoring of airspeed (Dekker, 2010).

•

Accident - On 27th November 2008 Airbus A320 Loss of control following
aerodynamic stall, aircraft impacted ocean near Perpignan, France (BEA,
2010).

These accidents and incidents occurred to aircraft which had no significant
airworthiness defects or any performance limitations. A common factor in all but
two of these occurrences, is that they featured low airspeeds and high angles of
attack, which the crew either did not monitor or were unaware of, followed by
incorrect manual flying skills. Further understanding is required as to what is
preventing pilots from being able to practice manual flight, so that accidents
such as these may be preventable.
6

1.3 Aims and objectives
There are many subjective concerns regarding pilots degraded manual flying
skills, as evident from the outcome of several accidents. There is however a
dearth of objective data with which to support these concerns. The aims are to
add credence and quantifiable evidence to these concerns.
The main objectives of this study are as follows:
•

To establish pilots’ own perceptions to the importance of manual flying
skills (and monitoring), as well as their awareness and susceptibility to
any degradation of them. The findings will be compared to relevant parts
of previous studies.

•

To investigate which human factors related issues may lead to flight
crews’ reluctance to practice manual flying skills.

•

To establish the amount of manual flying carried out by crews in normal
line operations, and to identify any situations and frequency where
manual flight has been required, such as aircraft equipment or
automation failure.

•

To investigate any possible differences between groups of pilots
regarding the amount manual flying they perform. For example,
differences between age groups, region, type of operation and initial
flying training background.

•

To establish any methods pilots use to maintain their manual flying
proficiency.

•

To ascertain the effect of different automation policies of operators.

•

To ascertain pilots’ views of whether current training for manual flight is
sufficient.

•

To ascertain pilots’ views on current aircraft design issues with systems
relating to manual flight associated with low speed and high angle of
attack situations.

There are no experimental hypotheses as such, as the study is of an
exploratory nature and related to pilots’ perceptions. However, it is expected
that several key themes will become apparent.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
Given the importance of manual flying skills, there have been remarkably few
studies solely investigating the degradation of them. The vast majority of
published work relates to how manual flying skills have declined as a by-product
of flightdeck automation issues. Subsequently, there is little literature detailing
why pilots may be reluctant, or unable to practice their skills.

2.1 Measuring and assessing manual flying performance.
Gillen (2008) conducted a study using a group of 30 pilots to assess their
performance in basic instrument flying skills in manual flight. The group was
divided into two groups based on their type of operational flying, long-haul
aircraft and short-haul aircraft. Each pilot was graded by a check airman
(examiner) according to FAA ATP proficiency standards. Initially a qualitative
survey was conducted to assess the pilots’ own views of their instrument flying
ability.
The results from the study highlighted the issue that pilots are experiencing a
decline in their basic instrument flying ability. This is backed up by the fact that
80% of those pilots surveyed agreed that their manual flying skills had declined
over time. Of note is that from the qualitative survey, 100% of the pilot group
said they could fly basic “raw data” manoeuvres. 60% indicated they felt
“comfortable” flying raw data and 80% stated they often practiced raw data
flying. The results from the simulator showed that the pilots’ performance was
“significantly below” the acceptable standard required by the FAA for Airline
Transport Pilots and nearer to a “basic” level. There was no discernible
difference in the performance between the two groups.
Ebbatson (2009) conducted a significant amount of research into “the loss of
flying skills in pilots of highly automated airliners”. The research focused on
three main areas. These were: the cognitive aspects of manual flight, evaluation
and selection of a method of measuring manual flying performance, and
evaluating manual flying performance against a pilot’s amount of exposure to
automation.
In this research a Boeing 737 full flight simulator was used to assess a sample
group of66 current Boeing 737 pilots in a manual flying task. All the pilots were
from the same operator in the United Kingdom and the pilot group was
assessed at the end of their annual LPC simulator session. The pilots will all
have had a certain competency level since they had all recently passed the
LPC, so the nature of preparation and recency in the simulator environment
may have increased their performance beyond what would be expected in
normal line operations. Each pilot was assessed by a TRE on their performance
to hand fly a “raw data” ILS approach (without the use of flight director guidance
or autoflight systems) and a go around manoeuvre. The number two (right)
engine had been simulated as having failed, so this increased the manual
8

control requirements to a greater level when compared to Gillen’s study. A
second TRE was present during a random number of simulator sessions and
their assessment of the pilots’ performance was used to provide a level of “interrater reliability” of the rating scale. The two TREs were statistically proven to be
in “almost total agreement” when it came to assessing the pilots’ manual flying
skills. The Likert scale used to assess the pilots’ manual handling ability was
based on the operator’s own rating scale for training their own TREs. 78% of
the pilots demonstrated “desirable” manual flying skills and the remaining 22%
were classified as having weaker but “tolerable” manual flying skills. Yet in the
discussion of the results, Ebbatson stated that a significant proportion of the
pilots’ performance was “very low” and was at the “limits of acceptability” (it did
not clearly quantify what this significant proportion was). It is possible that a
number of pilots may have used the aircraft for manual flying “practice” in the
run up to their LPC.
The actual manual flying task required in Ebbatson’s research (a single engine,
raw data ILS approach), is one which would very seldom be faced by a crew in
line operations. In fact, regulatory training and testing requirements at the time
(CAA, 2010) only required a raw data ILS to be flown with both engines
operative, and a single engine approach may use the flight director.
Nevertheless, the task should reasonably expected to be within the skill set of
any commercial pilot.
The results showed that there was no correlation between the number of flying
hours the pilot had experienced and their performance. It was noted that the
pilots who had flown more manual approaches in the preceding week
performed better and “recency” of manual flying seemed to be more prevalent
than long-term -but “not recent”- flying experience. A survey of the pilots
revealed that 77% felt that their manual flying skills had deteriorated, 16 %
indicated no change and 7% felt that their skills had improved.
A study conducted in Germany (Haslbeck et al., 2012) proposed an
experimental methodology to measure the manual flying skills of pilots under
certain performance shaping factors, such as training, recency or fatigue, whilst
carrying out a manual flying task. It was similar in respect to Gillen’s and
Ebbatson’s research in that the manual flying task was to be a manually hand
flown ILS, however it differed in that the participants were not aware of the
requirement until a failure of the aircraft’s flight guidance system following a
previous missed approach. The study also proposed to makes use of an eye
tracking system to record visual behaviour and the pilots’ scanning of the
cockpit.
In the study “Differences in Aircrew Manual Skills in Automated and
Conventional Flight decks” (Veillette/NASA, 1997), it mentions that 56% of all
“non-fatal, pilot-caused” accidents were related to “defective perceptual motor
activities.” The study also highlights an analysis of accidents that occurred to
United States Air Force aircraft during training. It was noted that there was a
spike in accident rates immediately following pilots’ leave periods. They
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concluded that piloting skills must be practiced regularly to maintain proficiency.
The study used a group of twenty four crews; twelve crews from an “automated”
aircraft type and twelve from a “conventional” type. It was stated that the two
aircraft types were “virtually equal” except for the degree of automation in the
flight deck. Each crew, as part of their recurrent simulator training, was required
to carry out a number of standard manoeuvres. Selected parameters, including
pilot inputs and aircraft deviations were recorded from the flight simulator by a
software algorithm.
Analysis of the results showed a “significant difference” between the two
groups’ manual flying performance. The group flying the “automated” aircraft
consistently exhibited a greater number of deviations from the assigned courses
and airspeeds and also from nominal pitch and bank attitudes, when they were
compared to the “conventional” group. Also a greater variance of performance
within the pilots of the “automated” group was highlighted, which may be due to
variables such as a pilot’s total flying time and experience of previous aircraft
types. The study recommends in the short term, that airline crews should fly “a
judicious balance” of automated and manually flown departures and arrivals, in
order to maintain manual flying skills and optimise safety. The authors of the
study say they are “not convinced” that the difference in performance between
the groups is solely due to a lack of practice from the “automated” group.
Therefore their recommendation may only address the symptom instead of the
underlying cause.
A study investigating “the impact of glass cockpit experience on manual flight
skills” (Young et al., 2006), assessed 110 experienced pilots from a variety of
civil and military trained backgrounds in a flight training device representative of
a transport category aircraft equipped with “round dial” (analogue)
instrumentation. Their findings suggested that flight crews of “glass cockpit”
aircraft who made more use of automated (flight control) modes had reduced
manual flying skills and a less effective instrument crosscheck (scan). The study
also showed an expected relationship between the pilots’ total flight time and
ability to “maintain flight within practical test standards”. A relationship between
the smoothness of manual flight control inputs and the amount of raw data flying
experience was also suggested, in that those with more “raw data” experience
made smoother inputs.
A more recent study (Casner et al., 2014) tested a group of sixteen Boeing 747
pilots in a flight simulator whilst looking at flight instrument scanning during
manual control. Problems with pilots’ cognitive skills, navigation, situational
awareness and their ability to recognise instrument system failures, were more
frequently observed whilst they were flying manually. Their findings suggested
that pilots’ “raw data” flying skills would benefit from practice, and also that
manually flying whilst following flight director commands will probably not keep
instrument scanning skills “sharp.”
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2.2 Previous aircrew surveys
Numerous surveys have been carried out to establish pilots’ perceptions
towards automation.
Curry (1985) conducted a human factors study into “The Introduction of New
Cockpit Technology.” This involved a survey of a group of 102 pilots from three
different airlines who all flew the Boeing 767, which had been in service for a
relatively short period of time. Whilst it focused mainly on automation and
design issues, pilots were asked how much hand-flying they like to do and if
they thought their flying skills would suffer with the use of too much automation.
A similar study was conducted by Wiener (1989) which investigated a group of
Boeing 757 pilots. It was established that nearly half of the pilots were
concerned about a possible loss of flying skills with too much automation.
The Advanced Technology Aircraft Safety Survey Report conducted in Australia
(BASI, 1998) followed very similar lines to Curry and Wiener’s studies, but went
into slightly greater detail by investigating if pilots thought there had been a
decline in their manual flying skills.
Rudisill’s (1995) automation study indicated that pilots of automated aircraft had
reported less confidence in their manual handling abilities and a loss of their
instrument scan. Pilots stated that a greater amount of self-discipline was
required in order to turn off the automation and practice manual flying. The
pilots also stated that “manual flying should be encouraged by management”
and use of “automation should not become mandated”. The group of older pilots
in the study recognised that younger pilots were able to adapt to automation
faster, but their lack of exposure to “conventional” aircraft left them with little
knowledge to fall back on in the event the automation failed.
ECOTTRIS (1998) conducted research involving pilots transitioning to glass
cockpit aircraft and used data from 152 pilot completed questionnaires to
determine areas by “skill group” related to “importance” and “need/priority for
extra training”. Of these groups manual flying ranked third and fourth
respectively. Knowledge of automation, decision making and Crew Resource
Management, ranked above. With regards to their basic flying skills, most of the
pilots revealed they felt “totally comfortable” or “very comfortable” with their
capabilities; and those that felt less than comfortable cited that their company’s
operating philosophy reduced their exposure to manual flying. The study does
not quantify the proportion of pilots and the term “basic flying skills” is not clear
whether it refers to manual flight without any automation, such as without a
Flight Director system (raw data), or simply hand flying but following a flight
director. Interestingly though, it states “dangerously low levels of manual flying
skills” may be revealed due to events such as TCAS or GPWS recovery. The
study also states that handling skills will “probably be at a high level” for pilots
that have just undergone transition training onto a glass cockpit/automated type
aircraft and these skills will degrade if manual flying under line operations is
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limited. Some 57% of the surveyed pilots indicated that they thought further
training is required in this area. The surveyed pilots that had greater on-type
experience (in automated aircraft) rated the need for manual flying training as
being “significantly greater”, than those with less on-type experience.
A more recent study (Mitchell et al., 2009) used a qualitative analysis of 262
pilots’ perceptions of flight deck automation. Many positive comments were
recorded; however it found concerns amongst pilots regarding lost skills. It also
highlighted that it is possible for “automation to mask a lack of situational
awareness” in younger “less skilled” pilots. On the subject of stress and
workload, concerns were raised that when the automation failed, inexperienced
pilots had difficulty coping with the increased workload. Complacency and over
reliance on automation were also noted.

2.3 The regulatory perspective
The issue of degraded manual flying skills in airline crew is now becoming
widely acknowledged by the key aviation safety regulators and aviation
associations.
In Europe, a survey into the effects of cockpit automation was conducted by
EASA (2012a). The development of the EASA Automation Policy, of which this
survey played a key part, mentions:
“the new generation of pilots may lack basic flying skills when the automation
disconnects or fails or when there is a need to revert to a lower automation
level, including hand flying the aircraft” (EASA, 2013a, p.1).
The number of participants in the survey was 151, of these almost 75% were
from European organisations, 13% from North American and the remaining
12% distributed evenly throughout the rest of the world (EASA, 2012b). This
distribution is hardly surprising given that EASA is a European agency. Some
72% of the respondents were from the pilot or training community. The most
agreed point relating to automation issues was:
“Basic manual and cognitive flying skills tend to decline because of lack of
practice and feel for the aircraft can deteriorate” (EASA, 2013a, p.8).
The top level and most agreed result from the respondents regarding
‘consensual improvement paths’ was that basic airmanship and pilots’ manual
flying skills needed to be improved (EASA, 2013a, p.9), but no definition of
airmanship was provided.
Whilst the EASA research relates to automation, there is no mention of older
(senior) generation pilots lacking flying skill, only that they may be “less
comfortable” with automation (EASA, 2013a, p.1). Bearing in mind that aircraft
such as the Airbus A320 have now been in service for over 25 years, the
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Boeing 737NG for over 17 years, Boeing 777 for 19 years , 747-400 for 25
years and 757/767 for over 30 years, very few of the current senior pilots will
not have had any significant exposure to automated aircraft throughout their
careers to date.
EASA issued a Safety Information Bulletin on 23rd April 2013, specifically
relating to “Manual Flight Training and Operations” (EASA, 2013b). The
recommendations which they publish are also stated to be non-mandatory. So
the effectiveness of the implementation of these recommendations will most
likely be limited. In today’s airline environment where every penny is controlled,
it is a very rare airline/operator indeed that will invest in something that is not
mandated.
At the time of writing, EASA does not appear to be actively pursuing the issue of
manual flying skill any further. It is however developing a rule making on “Loss
of Control Prevention and Recovery Training” via RMT 0581 and 0582, which is
currently in progress (EASA, 2013c).
In January 2013, the FAA issued a safety alert regarding manual handling
(SAFO 13002). This alert generated considerable media awareness. They
state:
“continuous use of those (autoflight) systems does not reinforce a pilot’s
knowledge and skills in manual flight operations. …continuous use of autoflight
systems could lead to degradation of the pilot’s ability to quickly recover the
aircraft from an undesired state.” (FAA, 2013c).
“maintaining and improving the knowledge and skills for manual flight
operations is necessary for safe flight operations.” (FAA, 2013c).
This alert identified an increase in manual handling errors, but the amount of
increase is not quantified, nor was the time scale involved. It could be argued
that a number of errors are to be expected in manual flight operations, due to
the nature of the human element and the susceptibility of the human to err.
When compared to the FAA’s SAFO, the Safety Information Bulletin issued by
EASA is noteworthy due to its inclusion of certain measures to control the risk of
increased manual flight operations. It encourages the use of Safety
Management Systems, Flight Data Monitoring and ATQP to monitor the
possible “drawbacks” of increased manual flying.
The FAA’s Performance-based operation Aviation Rulemaking Committee and
Commercial Aviation Safety Team highlighted vulnerable areas regarding
manual flying in their report “Operational Use of Flight Path Management
Systems” (FAA, 2013b). During the creation of the report a comprehensive list
of accidents were studied from a variety of sources. The working group
identified 60% of the 26 accidents studied having a manual handling error as a
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contributory factor. A total of 28 different findings were presented, of which the
second related to manual flying:
“Finding 2 - Manual Flight Operations.
Vulnerabilities were identified in pilot knowledge and skills for manual flight
operations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention, recognition and recovery from upset conditions, stalls or
unusual attitudes,
Appropriate manual handling after transition from automated control,
Inadequate energy management,
Inappropriate control inputs for the situation,
Crew coordination, especially relating to aircraft control, and
Definition, development, and retention of such skills.” (FAA, 2013b,
p.2).

Out of the eighteen recommendations from the report, the top level
recommendation was:
“Develop and implement standards and guidance for maintaining and improving
knowledge and skills for manual flight operations” (FAA, 2013b, p.6).
In 2004, the United Kingdom CAA paper on the “Reliance of Flight Crew on
Automation” stated:
“There has been very little research published on the subject of the change in
manual flying skill …. it is reported consistently that there is a discernible
reduction in manual flying skills that is correlated with the use of automation.”
(CAA, 2004, ch. 4, p. 3).
Subsequently, research was conducted on behalf of the CAA’s Safety
Regulation Group to examine a revised training syllabus which would allow
pilots to be better trained in the use of automation (Wood and Huddlestone,
2006). It proposed that the procedural knowledge required to manually control
an aircraft is introduced at an earlier stage during type rating training. This
would associate it with previously learned manual skills, rather than leaving it
until the end of training when manual flying is introduced as a result of failures
leading to a loss of automated systems.
The CAA’s “Significant Seven” (CAA, 2011) are the seven highest safety risks
that were identified following analysis of occurrences and aircraft accidents.
“Loss of control”, is one of the top seven risks. Currently a data set of
standardised FDM events is being developed to monitor the precursors to a loss
of control in flight.
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2.4 The manufacturers’ perspective
With the upcoming introduction of the A350 into service, Airbus the
manufacturer of arguably the world’s most automated aircraft families, are now
“re-focusing on basic handling” philosophies from the beginning of training, as
mentioned at the RAeS Flight Crew Training Conference 2012, “The Future
Flight Deck and Role of the Pilot” by Captain David Owens. In their Standard
Operating Procedures (Flight Operations Briefing Notes) publication, titled
“Optimum Use of Automation”, Airbus recognises and state that:
“Reversion to hand flying and manual thrust control actually may be the correct
level of automation, depending on the prevailing conditions” (Airbus, 2006).
A senior training manager from Airbus recently highlighted that the importance
of manual flying skills has been reduced when compared to the past, but that
“basic handling skills are still essential for safe operations” (Drappier, 2012).
Boeing also includes a brief statement in their training literature for some of their
more automated aircraft types such as the Boeing 777 and 787:
“Autothrottle use is recommended during all phases of flight, when in manual
flight, autothrottle use is also recommended, however manual thrust may be
used to maintain pilot proficiency” (Boeing 787 FCTM, 2010).

2.5 Skill fade
The skills required to manually fly an aircraft to IFR tolerances are susceptible
to decay. Research carried out by Mengelkoch (1971) addressed “the forgetting
of instrument flying skills”. Childs, et al. (1983) investigated pilots’ skill retention
at various time intervals (8, 16 and 24 months) following training. Wright (1973)
found that some 90% of (army) pilots lose IFR flying ability within 12 months of
either no or minimum practice. Extended periods of more than 12 months of
non-practice, showed practically no difference in the amount of refresher retraining required to reach the required standard.
A significant literature review on skill fade was conducted in 2007 on behalf of
the Human Factors Integration Defence Technology Centre in the United
Kingdom (Leonard, 2007). It included reference to Arthur et al. (1998), which
indicates that there are substantial losses of skills with non-practice. It found
that physical skills were less susceptible to decline than accuracy-based and
cognitive ones. Given that manual flight requires a combination of these skills, it
supports previous studies regarding loss of flying ability.
Research into retention of Airline Pilots’ skills was carried out by Hendrickson et
al. (2006). It was found that when airline crews were evaluated in normal and
emergency flying manoeuvres at twelve month intervals, they showed
significantly higher skill decay when compared to a group evaluated at six
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month intervals. It also showed that when manoeuvres had been “pre-briefed,”
less skill decay was observed than compared to “non-briefed” ones, due to
pilots’ being able to mentally rehearse manoeuvres beforehand. It suggested
that mental rehearsal whilst flying in normal operations may mitigate skill decay.

2.6 Complacency and vigilance
One potential negative aspect of automation is that it may cause some aircrew
to become complacent. Using highly automated equipment on a regular basis,
which is deemed as being reliable, may lead pilots into thinking that their
manual flying skills are unlikely to be required.
Parasuraman et al. (1993) provided the first “empirical” evidence regarding
human performance as a result of automation-induced complacency. It was
found that the subjects’ monitoring of automation was accurate when given a
single task, but poor when given multiple tasks such as monitoring whilst
carrying out a manual tracking task. It highlights that many monitoring failures
occur when pilots are in multi-task situations. It was also found that levels of
trust were positively correlated with increased automation usage (Riley (1994),
cited in Parasuraman et al., 1993, p.28).
Bailey and Scerbo’s (2005) research relating to monitoring from a vigilance
perspective found contrasting results to Parasuraman et al., in that when
subjects were given a manual flying task with three additional monitoring tasks,
the level of monitoring remained more constant but there was a degraded level
of manual flying performance. It was suggested that there was a strategic
adjustment, or trade off in the amount of mental resources/effort used by the
subjects in order to maintain their monitoring tasks, and that the subjects had
adopted “non-optimal strategies” for the operation of the primary manual flying
task. Their findings also indicated that a task requiring sustained attention (such
as manual flying) is “inherently stressful” and in order for the subjects to reduce
stress and maintain a level of performance, then compensatory strategies must
be adopted.
Prinzell (2002) investigated self-efficacy of monitoring and vigilance
performance. The results suggested low levels of self-efficacy (self-confidence)
may increase an individual’s potential to reach a state of automation-induced
complacency; whereas high levels may produce over confidence that may limit
strategies for managing cognitive workload.

2.7 Fatigue
Many aspects of human performance will be affected by fatigue, such as
attention and awareness, which may affect the final phases of a flight (Lyman
and Orlady, 1981). The effects of fatigue on manual flying ability will no doubt
be significant, as no pilot group is exempt from fatigue. Bourgeois-Buogrine et
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al. (2003) found acute fatigue to be present in long and short-haul pilot groups
due to work schedules, with causal factors appearing in numerous incident and
accident investigations. Jackson and Earl (2006) found that 75% of short-haul
pilots had reported severe fatigue. Short-haul pilots’ fatigue levels were
primarily influenced by the number of sectors flown and length of duty period,
rather than the time of day (Powell et al., 2007).
The effects of fatigue on Corporate/Executive pilots were also studied
(Rosekind et al., 2000) as private operators may not be required to operate
under regulatory flight time limitations. These pilots may be subject to long
periods of being “available,” with rapidly changing schedules and multiple time
zone changes. Combined with extended duty periods, possibly including other
significant activities such as catering and cleaning of their aircraft, this may
increase the risk of fatigue.

2.8 Training
Ebbatson (2006) highlights several accidents that were caused in part by flight
crews practicing manual flight prior to their proficiency checks in a flight
simulator.
In today’s airline operating environment where expenditure is tightly managed,
training budgets are “lean”. Such accidents may be expected if pilots are using
the aircraft to become proficient in manual flying prior to a simulator check, on
which their livelihood and career may depend on a successful outcome. Some
major airlines do however schedule their crews for a dedicated manual flight
training session in a full flight simulator once per year, but these airlines are
presently in the vast minority.
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Chapter 3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction
The main aims of this research were linked to ascertaining pilots’ perceptions
regarding the degradation of manual flying skills and are detailed in section 1.3.
The target population was flight crew of public transport category fixed wing
aircraft equipped with a certain level of automation, this being at least one FMS,
autopilot and flight director system.
The use of a survey or questionnaire was thought to be the most suitable
method, in that it would allow the largest number of participants to be reached in
the time frame available. For the intended number of pilots, personal interviews
would be impractical due to the logistics involved. The survey permits
quantitative and qualitative data collection methods to be used in order to obtain
the data for analysis.
The survey software package used was created by Qualtrics. This package
enabled a variety of question types to be created and recorded. For those
questions involving multiple choice answers, a Likert scale (Likert, 1932) was
used in order to be able to rate statements involving respondents’ responses to
particular questions. The number of Likert items could be changed depending
on the question. A typical five level Likert item could be shown as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

A weighting of between one and five was assigned to each answer. As
statements could have a positive as well as negative aspect, a “1” value would
indicate strong agreement. For some questions a “not applicable to my aircraft
type” response was also available. These responses could be filtered by the
Qualtrics software during the analysis stage. This method permits data to be
easily displayed in graphical forms such as a frequency histogram and allows
further statistical analysis where necessary.
Regarding ethical research, approval was sought from Cranfield University’s
Science and Engineering Research Ethics Committee (SEREC) in order to be
able to undertake the survey. It was made sure that no questions would
investigate or identify rule breaking behaviour or violations.
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3.2 Survey structure and content
The framework of the survey was built around five main sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Section 1 Demographics/Flying background
Section 2 Manual flight requirements
Section 3 Training requirements
Section 4 Workload and performance
Section 5 Monitoring and display design

A copy of the full survey may be seen in Appendix B.
In order to provide an element of inter-reliability, certain questions were
deliberately made similar but placed in different sections. Also several questions
related to the same issue (such as fatigue), but asked pilots if they had noticed
their colleagues’ behaviour and then further on they were asked about their own
behaviour. Some of the similar questions had the Likert type responses in the
reverse order to ensure the answers were read.
A pilot’s self-assessment/perception of their own flying skills would be very
difficult to measure or quantify due to every one being an individual. Also there
may be the intrinsic aspect of human nature, that it is difficult to objectively
assess one’s own performance or admit shortcomings. It may be more objective
for them to assess the skills of others. However, each assessment is still likely
to have some subjectivity. One individual’s performance may be judged
differently by others. It must be stressed that these are pilots’ opinions and not
necessarily scientific hard facts. Nevertheless, the purpose is to be able to
provide a trend of pilot behaviour.
A more objective view of pilots’ performance may be available from a group of
Training/Check Captains/Examiners, as they should be able to (by definition)
check and examine to a set of regulated standards and guidelines.
Given that the survey was quite lengthy, in order to reduce the amount of time
required for each respondent, it was decided to collect demographic data (age,
flying hours etc.) by selecting from a range rather than inputting an exact value.
Participant anonymity is further enhanced without an exact age or number of
flying hours. Each range maybe an indicator of where a pilot is within the
population, for example between 200 and 1,500 hours the pilot will not yet have
an ATPL and will likely be nearer to the start of their flying career. There is the
well-known adage of “hours does not equal experience” (Ebbatson 2009),
neither does it correlate to ability.
It was decided not to include the participant’s gender, as it should have no
effect on manual flying ability.
To provide a measure of validity for this survey, four questions were based on
previous surveys. These being: Curry (1985), Wiener (1989), BASI (1998) and
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EASA (2012a). This was done in order to be able to compare results and also to
provide a further indication of the reliability of the current study. The questions
incorporated into this survey from the other studies are shown below:
•

“Improve basic airmanship and manual flying skills of pilots” (EASA 2012,
Question 4.1, p. 9).

•

“My manual flying skills have declined since I started flying advanced
technology aircraft” (BASI, 1998, p. 30).

•

“I am concerned about a possible loss of my flying skills with too much
automation” (Curry, 1985, p. 64; Wiener, 1989, p. 81).

•

“I like to hand fly part of every flight to keep my skills up” (Curry, 1985, p.
62; BASI, 1998, p.29; Wiener,1989, p. 81).

After several loss of control accidents (such as AF447 and the Colgan Air
Q400), it was decided to see how many pilots had received upset recovery
simulator training in the last 36 months in order to gauge the effectiveness of
the training “system” in the aftermath of these accidents.
The main factors which may dissuade pilots from flying manually were
investigated. The responses were initially grounded from the author’s own
previous experience of replies from colleagues, when asked after landing, why
they did not practice manual flight in low workload situations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I was tired.”
“I did not want to overload the other pilot.”
“It’s safer.”
“It gives me more extra mental capacity.”
“I couldn’t be bothered.”
“I’m too lazy.”
“It is company procedure, everyone does it that way.”
“There was a lot of traffic.”
“Flying straight is easy.”

The study by Ebbatson et al. (2010), involving recency in manual flying tasks,
provided the impetus to investigate pilots’ perceptions on recency versus basic
training. This may be seen as question 3.11 in the survey.
The opportunity for respondents to provide extra comments in free text boxes
was also used in three questions. These related to situations where manual
flight was required, either due to aircraft systems failure or other external
factors. The final free text box in the survey enabled each respondent to add
any extra comments about the survey or the subject of manual flying.
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3.3 Survey distribution
The survey was distributed to pilots who have an ATPL or CPL with type rating
on a multi-pilot aircraft. Each pilot was able to access the online survey via an
internet based web-link. The first part of the survey explained the background
and why they were being asked to participate. Each participant’s consent and
right to withdraw was also made clear.
In order to obtain the largest and most suitable target population, many of the
worldwide Pilot Associations (Airline and Business Aviation) were contacted
with the rationale for the research and the request to distribute the online link to
the survey to their pilot members.
It was felt that by using these associations, this would ensure that the
respondents were actually qualified and suitable to participate. Had the survey
been directly distributed via more open means, such as social media (e.g.
LinkedIn) or internet aviation forums open to the public (e.g. Pprune), this may
have allowed “unqualified” persons to participate which could have diluted the
data.
The survey also was not sent directly to any particular airline or operator. This
was in part to preserve anonymity, and also to try and avoid any bias or
possible skewing of the results. The intent being to obtain a balanced overview
from pilots worldwide.

3.4 Data treatment
Survey data obtained through the Qualtrics software was able to be processed,
filtered and analysed via the “reports” function. Statistical data such as mean,
standard deviation and variances was available for each question involving
quantitative data. The software was also capable of producing graphical and
tabular outputs. Many of these outputs were used directly and others were
edited in Excel for clarity.
The gathered data was analysed as a whole, then divided into sub-groups for
further analysis and comparison between sub-groups. The group comparisons
were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age group (ages 18-35 and 46-65).
Type of operation (long-haul, short-haul).
Initial flying training background (civil or military).
Pilot function (Captain or First Officer).
Flying hours (high hours or low hours).
Region.
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The corporate/business
independently.

aviation

group

of

pilots

was

also

analysed

An analysis of the group of Training Captains/Examiners was also performed
separately, as to provide some measure of objective analysis for some
questions.
Analysis of the MPL trained pilots was also carried out. However due to the
relatively small sample size, the results are included for information purposes
only.
Where differences were apparent between groups, statistical tests were
performed using the Excel or Social Statistics software to check the significance
of results in relation to the research objectives.
Sufficient data was also available to compare responses grouped by aircraft
type:
•
•

Medium jet transport: Airbus A320 series against Boeing 737 series
Large jet transport: Airbus A330 against Boeing 777

The qualitative “free text” data was exported to an Excel spreadsheet then
further to Microsoft Word for editing in order to remove any non-pertinent
comments. A thematic analysis using a “quasi-statistical approach” (Robson,
2011) was then used to process this qualitative data. This used frequency of
certain words or phrases to determine the main themes and their relative
importance.
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Chapter 4 Results
Data was gathered between the 7th April and the 31st July 2014. A total of
1,059 surveys were started, 884 were completed successfully and provided
useful data. Of these, one was discarded due to highly erroneous category
responses. 175 surveys were incomplete and deleted. Therefore 883 completed
responses were available for analysis.
Results were rounded to the nearest 1% by the Qualtrics software. Where a
specific question from the survey is indicated, it is referred to by number in
parentheses (e.g. Q2.1). The full survey questions may be seen in Appendix B.

4.1 Demographic data of survey population
This section recorded the demographic data of the pilots. The following results
are for the whole population. Comparisons showing relevant differences
between groups with regards to the amount of manual flying performed are
detailed in section 4.8.
4.1.1 Initial flying training background

741 (84%) pilots were from a civilian flying training background. Of these 410
(47%) were Integrated/Full Time, 312 (35%) were Modular/Self Improver and 19
(2%) were MPL trained.
142 (16%) pilots were from a military flying training background, with 131 (15%)
having undergone fixed wing training and 11 (1%) respondents were from a
rotary wing (helicopter) background before transferring to fixed wing civil flying.
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4.1.2 Number of flying hours
Table 4.1 Distribution of respondents’ flying hours

The mean value was in the 5,000 to 10,000 hours range.

4.1.3 Age range
The results showed a fairly even distribution across the age range brackets,
with the exception of the low number or respondents in the age 18- 25 range.
This is not surprising given that pilots of this age may be still undergoing their
basic training or having completed training, seeking their first commercial flying
position.
Table 4.2 Distribution of respondents’ ages

One respondent commented that there was no “over 65” category. The current
limit for piloting commercial public transport operations is 65, so that is why
there was no >65 years old category. It is acknowledged that there are pilots
who are more than 65 years old engaged in other forms of “aerial work”.
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4.1.4 Aircraft types
Table 4.3 Number of respondents per aircraft type
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The respondents flew a total of 38 different aircraft types. The most prevalent
aircraft types were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airbus A318/319/320/321
Airbus A330
Boeing 777
Boeing 737 300-900
Boeing 747-400/747-8
Airbus A340

18%
14%
14%
13%
10%
6%

4.1.5 Pilot function

469 pilots (53%) of the respondents were Captains, of these 143 (16%) were
Training Captain/Instructor/TRI/SFI or TRE/SFE. The remaining 393 (45%)
were First Officers and 21 (2%) were Second Officers (Cruise Relief Pilots).
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4.1.6 Region
The distribution of respondents by region can be seen in table 4.4:
Table 4.4 Distribution of respondents by region

4.1.7 Type of operation
Table 4.5 Distribution of respondents by type of operation

Pilots may be involved in a mix of long and medium/short haul operations
depending on their operator. It was possible for pilots to select more than one
type of operation.
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4.2 Manual flying related issues
This section looked at situations where manual flight is required due to various
factors beyond the control of the crew.
4.2.1 Guidance on maintaining flying skills
•

98% of the surveyed pilots were in agreement that good manual flying
skills are essential for any commercial pilot (Q2.1).

•

54% of pilots have received from their operator a specific guidance with
regards to maintaining manual flying skills (Q2.3).

•

14% had received from their regulatory authority (e.g. CAA/FAA/DGAC)
some specific guidance with regards to maintaining manual flying skills
(Q2.4).

4.2.2 Situations requiring manual flight due to system / equipment failure
•

657 pilots (74%) have been faced with failure of a flight guidance system
or autopilot in flight (Q2.2).

•

82% of pilots had found at some point, their aircraft to be in an
automated mode which they were not expecting and then resolved the
situation by reverting to manual flight (Q4.2).

•

642 pilots (73%) have been faced with an in-flight aircraft system or
equipment failure that required them to fly the aircraft manually (Q2.5).

This area was further examined which investigated the type of system or
equipment failures that had been experienced.
623 (71%) pilots provided free text responses, containing a description of the
failures that were experienced. The responses consisted of 9,048 words. Each
response was individually analysed and the types of failure were identified,
grouped by theme and quantified as seen in table 4.6.
Each event is categorized as having occurred per respondent. If a pilot
experienced the same event type multiple times only one entry was made.
Pilots may have experienced multiple different event types which were entered
separately.
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Table 4.6 Type of aircraft system or equipment failure that required manual flight

4.2.4 Situations requiring manual flight due to external factors
•

729 pilots (83%) indicated that they had been faced with an external
factor that required them to fly the aircraft manually (Q2.6).

703 pilots provided responses describing the occurrences which consisted of
9,334 words. Again, each response was individually analysed and the types of
event were grouped thematically and quantified.
The results (see table 4.7) are the separate events that have happened to each
pilot. Pilots may have experienced one or more of the events on multiple
occasions. It would be unrealistic to expect a pilot to recall the precise number
of each event experienced throughout their career (although a number of pilots
did).
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Table 4.7 Number of external events requiring manual flight
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4.2.5 Amount of manual flying performed

Figure 4.3 Distribution of responses as to how often pilots observe colleagues
practicing manual flying skills (Q2.8), and their own responses when asked how
much manual flying they really do themselves (Q3.8).
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4.2.6 Pilots’ attitudes towards manual flying skills

Table 4.8 Pilot responses when asked about conducting a flight of one hour
duration with the autoflight and/or autothrust system inoperative (assuming it is
fitted and allowed under the aircraft’s Minimum Equipment List and flight in
RVSM airspace not required) (Q2.7).

Table 4.9 Pilot responses regarding concerns about a possible loss of manual
flying skills with too much automation (Q2.9).

Table 4.10 Pilot responses relating to a decrease of manual flying skills if they
are not practiced (Q2.10).
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Table 4.11 Pilot responses when asked if they like to hand fly part of every flight
to keep their skills up (Q2.11).

Table 4.12 Pilot responses when asked how they feel flying "raw data"? (Flight
without flight director, autopilot/autothrust Q2.12)

Table 4.13 Pilot responses when asked if they feel their manual flying skills have
been affected since they started flying automated aircraft (Q3.12).
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Table 4.14 Pilot responses when asked how their manual flying skills will be in
the future if they do not practice them (Q3.14).

Table 4.15 Pilot responses when asked if their manual flying skills have become
degraded since they started flying automated aircraft (Q2.15).

4.2.7 Pilots perceptions of current manual flying skills

Figure 4.4 Comparison of perception of current manual flying skills (Selfperception and perception of others, with Training Captains’ perception of others
Q2.16 and Q2.19).
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Table 4.16 Pilot responses when asked if they think it is necessary to improve
basic airmanship and manual flying skills of pilots (Q2.20).

Table 4.17 Pilot responses when asked, “In order to maintain flying skills, do you
think that manually flying an aircraft without the Flight Director would be more
beneficial than hand flying but following a Flight Director?” (Q2.21).

4.2.8 Pilots’ opinions on operator automation policies
•

56% of pilots thought a less restrictive automation policy would be the
most effective way for them to improve or maintain manual flying skills
(Q3.15)

Table 4.18 Pilot responses when asked about their operator’s attitude to
maintaining manual flying skills (Q2.14).
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Table 4.19 Pilot responses when asked if their operator’s automation policy was
having a negative on maintaining manual their flying skills (Q2.17).

4.3 Training issues
•

75% of pilots have noticed a colleague practice manual flying (in the
aircraft) prior to a proficiency check in a flight simulator (Q2.13).

•

72% of pilots have practiced manual flying prior to a proficiency check in
a flight simulator (Q3.3).

Table 4.20 Pilot responses when asked if they would like more time available in
the simulator to practice manual flying (Q3.1).

Table 4.21 Pilot responses when asked if their operator’s recurrent training
schedule allows sufficient training time to practice flying in the flight simulator
(Q3.2).
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Table 4.22 Pilot responses when asked if they agreed there is not enough
simulator time spent practicing manual flight (Q3.4).

Table 4.23 Pilot responses when asked if they thought modern simulator
training/checking is too much of a scripted “box ticking” exercise (Q3.5).

•

85% of pilots have received upset recovery/stall simulator training in the
last 36 months (Q3.6).

Table 4.24 Pilot responses when asked, “should more emphasis be placed on
using simulators to assess a pilot’s manual flying skills” (Q3.7).
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4.4 Factors which may cause reluctance to practice manual
flight
Figure 4.5 Responses relating to statements as to why some pilots may be
reluctant to practice manual flight (Q3.9).
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Figure 4.5 (continued) Responses relating to statements as to why some pilots
may be reluctant to practice manual flight (Q3.9).

When asked to choose the one single statement which pilots think is the main
reason they may be reluctant to practice (Q3.10), these were indicated to be :
•
•
•
•
•

They don’t want to risk triggering a FDM event
It is easier to let the automatics do the work
They are feeling fatigued
They will have more monitoring capacity/SA
They are not sure what their skills will look like

18% (158 pilots)
17% (150 pilots)
14% (125 pilots)
14% (120 pilots)
9% (83 pilots)
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4.4.1 Workload and performance

Table 4.25 Pilot responses when asked if the workload in the flight deck would
be increased to an unacceptable level for normal operations if the “Pilot
Flying/Handling Pilot” was to fly a descent/approach manually, without the use of
autopilots or flight directors (assuming that there was good weather and low
traffic levels (Q4.1).

4.4.2 Fatigue
•

97% of pilots had noticed the performance of a colleague on the flight
deck be affected by tiredness or fatigue (Q4.3).

Table 4.26 Pilot responses when asked if they believe airline/commercial
schedules are generally just too busy, so that pilots may be too tired to practice
manual flying (Q4.4).
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Table 4.27 Pilot responses when asked if they had experienced tiredness or
fatigue, after which they felt they could not fly the aircraft safely without
automation (Q4.5).

4.4.3 Use of automation
Table 4.28 Pilot responses when asked if they thought it was safer to use full
automation at all times (Q4.6).

4.4.4 Methods pilots use to maintain manual flying skill proficiency
Regarding recency in manual flying tasks with regards to performance (Q3.11):
•

53% indicated a pilot who (after basic training) started their career on
automated aircraft, but practiced manual flight often, would be most likely
to have better manual flying skills.

•

47% indicated a pilot who started their career flying a conventional
aircraft before moving onto an automated aircraft, but does not practice
manual flight, would be most likely to have better manual flying skills.
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Table 4.29 Pilot responses when asked if they do flying outside of work (Q3.14).

Table 4.30 Pilot responses when asked what they thought would be the most
effective way for pilots to maintain or improve manual flying skills (Q3.15).

Table 4.31 Pilot responses when asked which methods they use to maintain
manual flying skill proficiency (Q4.9).

Table 4.32 Pilot responses when asked if they think some pilots are just “lazy/
too complacent” with regards to practicing manual flying (Q4.10).
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4.4.5 Effect of other crew member
•

385 pilots (44%) indicated that they had been dissuaded from flying
manually because their colleague on the flight deck felt uncomfortable
(Q4.8).

4.4.6 Flight Data Monitoring
•

Of the pilots who flew aircraft equipped with a Flight Data Monitoring
system 281 (34%) pilots had been dissuaded from flying manually
because they were mindful that they may trigger a FDM / FOQA event
(Q4.7).

4.4.7 Visual approaches
Table 4.33 Pilot responses when asked how they would feel if Air Traffic Control
offered a visual approach (flying to a previously visited destination, the weather
is nice and traffic levels are low) (Q4.11).

4.5 Pilot opinions related to aircraft/flight deck design
Table 4.34 Pilot responses when asked if they thought angle of attack
information (alpha) should be displayed directly to the pilots on all public
transport aircraft types (Q5.1).
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Table 4.35 Pilot responses when asked, “should there be more audio and visual
warnings from aircraft designers to alert of low airspeed situations?”(Q5.2).

Table 4.36 Pilot responses when asked if they thought aircraft fitted with “trend
vectors” on the primary flight display instruments, made manual flight a lot
easier (Q5.4).

Table 4.37 Pilot responses when asked if there was benefit in practicing manual
flight in aircraft with full flight envelope protection (fly by wire/auto-trim) (Q5.5).

•

With regards to airspeed monitoring, 57% of pilots indicated it is easier to
notice a large airspeed deviation from an EFIS “speed tape” type display,
compared to a traditional round dial “analogue” airspeed indicator (Q5.3).
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4.6 Monitoring
Table 4.38 Pilot responses when asked if autothrottle/autothrust systems have
changed the way they monitor indicated airspeed (Q5.6).

Table 4.39 Pilot responses when asked if monitoring skills are equally as
important as good manual flying skills (Q5.7).

Table 4.40 Pilot responses on how they would perceive their fellow pilots’
monitoring skills at the moment (Q5.9).

•

451 pilots (51%) have received specific guidance from their operator with
regards to maintaining or improving monitoring skills (Q5.8).
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4.7 Thematic analysis of additional information
Free text/additional responses at the end of the survey were recorded from 317
respondents. This data was of a qualitative nature. The written comments
included a total of 22,686 words (after non-pertinent information was removed).
The responses varied from single sentences to five-hundred word essays, with
many respondents writing several hundred words each.
All data was transferred from the Qualtrics software, then analysed using a
Microsoft Excel database, then transferred to a Word document.
Multiple comments were also received by e-mail, but they are not included, as
the means in which they were gathered did not form part of the survey and
anonymity could have been compromised.
The analysis identified several main themes, these being:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automation policies.
Flight Data Monitoring/FDAP/FOQA.
Fatigue.
Training.
Differences between Captains and First Officers.
Confidence.

Samples of these comments may be seen in the discussion in chapter 5.

4.8 Results by sub group
The gathered data was divided into sub-groups for further analysis and
comparison between groups. The group comparisons were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age groups (46-65 and 18-35).
Type of operation (Long-haul or short haul).
Initial flying training background (civil or military).
Pilot function (Captain or First Officer).
Flying hours (high hours or low hours).
Region (UK, Europe, Middle East, Asia, North America and South
America).

There were a total of nine regions, but only those which had a sample
population of greater than 50 pilots were used in order to be able to provide
meaningful statistical comparisons.
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Where there were noticeable differences between sub-groups (generally more
than a 10% difference in response to a question) these were put into a tabular
form and may be seen in Appendix A.
The corporate/business aviation group was also examined independently and
compared to the remaining population.
An analysis of MPL trained pilots was carried out, however due to the relatively
small sample size of nineteen (which is comparable to real world proportion of
MPL pilots in the current population), this is included for information only.
Sufficient data was also available to compare responses by aircraft type:
•
•

Medium jet transport: Airbus A320 series against Boeing 737 series.
Large jet transport: Airbus A330 against Boeing 777.

The commonly used statistical significance value of p<0.05 was used to
determine significance of the results, with p being the probability of obtaining a
test statistic result, i.e. simply put, there is less than a 5% probability that the
results have occurred by chance.
Part of the aims and objectives of this study was to establish any differences in
the amount of manual flying performed by different sub-groups. The statistical
comparisons were carried out using “chi-squared” tests, as these were deemed
to be the most appropriate tests for association between two categorical
variables, such as between the group of Captains and First Officers. For this
task the responses from question 3.8 were used, which asked how much
manual flying did the pilots really do apart from take-off or landing? It was not
suitable to use the responses from question 2.8, which was how often pilots
observe their colleagues practicing manual flying, as their colleagues may fall
into several different sub-groups, such as different age, number of flying hours,
or training background. It was also decided to compare the sub-groups as to
how comfortable they felt flying “raw data” (flight without use of autopilot, flight
director or autothrust). The results may be seen in tabular form in Tables 4.41
and 4.42.
For ease of interpretation, those groups which had statistically significant
differences can be seen in graphical form in figures 4.6 to 4.12.
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4.8.1 Statistical comparison by sub-group
Table 4.41 Summary of statistical tests between sub-groups relating to survey
responses on how much manual flying pilots really do other than take-off or
landing (Q3.8).
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of long-haul/short-haul pilots regarding amount of manual
flying performed.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of Business Aviation/Airline pilots regarding amount of
manual flying performed.
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of Captains/First Officers regarding amount of manual
flying performed.

Figure 4.9 Comparison of Boeing 737/A320 pilots regarding amount of manual
flying performed.
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Table 4.42 Summary of statistical tests between sub-groups relating to survey
responses on how comfortable pilots feel flying “raw data” (Q2.12).
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of long-haul/short-haul pilots regarding how comfortable
they felt flying "raw data".

Figure 4.11 Comparison of Business Aviation/Airline pilots regarding how
comfortable they felt flying "raw data"
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of Boeing 737/A320 series pilots regarding how
comfortable they felt flying "raw data"
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4.8.2 Comparison by region
Figure 4.13 Histograms showing responses by region where differences were
apparent in responses to relevant questions, numerical data is in Appendix A.9.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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Figure 4.13 (continued) Histograms showing responses by region where
differences were apparent in responses to relevant questions.
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5. Discussion
The results obtained in chapter 4 are discussed with respect to the research
objectives. The aims of this research were to ascertain pilots’ perceptions on
manual flying skills. The sample pilot population represents a wide variety of
nationalities, ages, backgrounds and experience.

5.1 Limitations to this research
Given the large quantity of data collected covering the various issues related to
manual flying, it was only possible to do limited statistical significance testing.
The number of different sub-groups and different permutations possible from
the large number of questions meant limited space was available to present the
results. As such, the results are intended as a general overview of the pilot
community.
Measuring pilots’ perceptions or attitudes is highly subjective, and one pilot’s
way of assessing something may be very different from another. The pilots were
required to report on their own behaviour, and so may have been somewhat
reluctant to identify any shortcomings in their own ability. Some of the
responses to the Likert type questions, such as “very comfortable” or “very
good” may be hard to assess. Categories such as “comfort” or “goodness” are
not well defined and such terms should be taken as being relative.
Many of the respondents may not have English language as their first language.
Although pilots are required by law to have a certain level of English language
proficiency, it is possible that if the survey had been translated into several
other languages then more responses would have been possible from certain
regions, since several of the pilots’ associations contacted did not reply. Also
given that the survey was “quite lengthy”, this may have accounted for the
number of incomplete surveys.
Regions such as Asia and South America are made up of many countries and
the respondents likely only came from a limited number of countries within
those areas. The respondents from each region may not reflect pilots’
perceptions in those regions as whole. However, it was felt grouping the
respondents by region instead of country, would better preserve participant
anonymity, as certain aircraft types may only be operated by one operator in a
particular country.
The group of Second Officers (cruise relief pilots) are generally not allowed by
their operators to fly the aircraft manually, other than in the simulator, as they
are only allowed to sit in an operating seat above 20,000ft. So a small number
of questions would not have been applicable to them. However given that this
was 2% of the population it is not considered significant.
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5.2 Comparison to relevant parts of previous surveys
The majority of pilots agreed that they are concerned about a loss of manual
flying skills with too much automation (Q2.9). When compared to elements of
previous surveys (Curry, 1985; Wiener, 1989) in figures 5.1 and 5.2, it can be
seen there is a noticeable shift in pilots’ responses towards agreeing that too
much automation is possibly going to cause a loss of manual flying skills (see
figure 5.3). This may be partly due to there being a far greater proportion of
more “automated” aircraft designs in service today when compared to the 1980s
and mid-1990s. Pilots who have flown these automated aircraft now have
greater exposure to these types than compared to those in the previous
surveys. There may also be greater awareness of several accidents where
automation dependency or poor manual flying skills have been a factor.
Figure 5.1 Results of Curry’s (1985) survey.

Figure 5.2 Results from Wiener’s (1989) survey (source Wiener, 1989).
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Figure 5.3 Results from this survey.

Gillen’s study (Gillen, 2008) indicated that 80% of those pilots surveyed agreed
that their manual flying skills had declined over time. This compares similarly to
this study in which 72% of the pilot population agreed (Q2.15). This is a much
greater proportion when compared to the 43% of pilots in the BASI (1996)
survey. Again, this may be due to a greater percentage of automated aircraft
now being in service and also there has been a longer time period for pilots to
have noticed a decline in their manual flying skills in the last eighteen years.

Figure 5.4 Results from BASI 1996 survey.
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Figure 5.5 Results from this survey.

When responding to the question, “I like to hand fly part of every flight to keep
my skills up” (Q2.9), the results are generally similar to the studies carried out
by Wiener (1989) and BASI (1996), as can be seen in figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
This shows that the majority of pilots still like to hand fly if they get the chance.
However, these chances may now become limited due to various performance
shaping factors, such as operator automation policy. These various factors will
be discussed further in this section.

Figure 5.6 Results from Wiener (1989) survey (Source: Wiener, 1989).
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Figure 5.7 Results from BASI (1996) survey.

Figure 5.8 Results from this survey.

The results from the EASA survey, regarding the question, “is it necessary to
improve basic airmanship and manual flying skills of pilots” (Q2.20), were very
similarly distributed (see figure 5.9 and table 4.16).

Figure 5.9 Results from EASA survey (2012b) (Source: EASA)
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Table 4.16 (from page 35) Pilot responses when asked if they think it is
necessary to improve basic airmanship and manual flying skills of pilots (Q2.20).

5.3 How often do pilots fly manually?
It is accepted that there are many variables within the pilot population, such as
type of operation, different aircraft and operator policy. The data gathered is
intended as an overview of the global “trend”. The histogram output and plot
(seen in chapter 4, figure 4.3) show the majority of pilots’ responses are
concentrated around the “sometimes” and “very occasionally” answers.
It can be seen there is consistency between the results where pilots observe
their colleagues when compared to their own responses. Overall nearly half of
all the pilots appear to be conducting manual flying on a “very occasionally” or
“never” basis. These pilots will likely see their level of manual flying skill decline
over time unless measures are taken to prevent this.
When compared by sub-groups, the most significant differences were noticed
between the long and short-haul pilots groups, corporate/business jet pilots and
the Captains/First Officers groups. The short-haul pilots did more manual flying
than long-haul, unsurprising given that they will have more flights/opportunities
in which to fly manually. Also the group of Boeing 737 pilots showed they did
more manual flying than the Airbus A320 series pilots. However this is most
likely due to differences in their respective operators’ automation policies, rather
than differences due to aircraft design factors. The group of Captains did more
manual flying, it is suggested that this is due to them having greater confidence
in their own manual flying skills as a result of their greater experience. Also the
results show that more First Officers (60%) had been dissuaded from flying
manually at some point because their colleague on the flight deck felt
uncomfortable, versus 29% of the Captains (Q4.8). As Captains are ultimately
responsible for the safe operation of their aircraft, it may be that some are
reluctant to let their First Officers fly manually due to the reduced chance of an
‘incident’ or exceedance if the aircraft is flown with the automation.
There were no significant differences between initial flying training background,
age or number of flying hours.
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5.4 Factors leading to reluctance to practice manual flight
Part of the survey (Q3.10) asked pilots to indicate from a list of twelve
statements, what they thought the main reason would be that may make pilots
reluctant to practice manual flight. The results showed five main areas:
•
•
•
•
•

They don’t want to risk triggering a FDM event.
It is easier to let the automatics do the work.
They are feeling fatigued.
They will have more monitoring capacity/SA.
They are not sure what their skills will look like.

18%
17%
14%
14%
9%

It is realised that a combination of factors may dissuade pilots and not just one
single factor, for example a pilot may feel he is more likely to trigger a FDM
event if he is feeling tired or fatigued. With FDM coming out as the most
frequent factor, it was found that pilots from operators based in the Middle East
and South America were those most likely to be dissuaded from flying manually.
When the pilots were asked whether they agreed or not with the statements, the
statement, “it is easier to let the automatics do the work”, actually had the
highest number of pilots in agreement. Are pilots lazy? Pilots are just as likely to
exhibit the same behaviour as any other group of persons when it comes to
wanting the greatest outcome for the least amount of effort (Zipf, 1949).

5.5 Situations where manual flight is required
The vast majority of pilots have at some point been faced with situations where
manual flight has been necessary, be it due to aircraft system failures (73%) or
external factors (83%). Whilst the results showed pilots who had more flying
hours have experienced more failures; this is expected due to the increased
probability of failures over a greater time span. Nevertheless, 57% of those
pilots in the youngest category (aged 18 to 25) have been faced with flight
guidance or autopilot failure, and 47% with an in-flight aircraft system or
equipment failure that required them to fly the aircraft manually. It can
reasonably be assumed that as this group accumulates hours, then the
probability of situations occurring which require manual flight will increase.
81% of the pilots had also found the aircraft to be in an automated mode which
was not expected and then resolved the situation by reverting to manual flight
(Q4.2). Therefore pilots still need the ability to be able to fly manually in today’s
operating environment.
When examined by region, those pilots based in North America had
experienced the greatest number of situations requiring manual flight due to
failure of an autopilot or flight guidance system (Figure 4.6, Q2.2, Q2.5 and
Q2.6). When looking at the average age of airline fleets across different regions,
North American operators have a relatively older average fleet age (the majority
between eleven and fourteen years old, according to the airfleets.com website).
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Whereas Middle Eastern and Asian Carriers’ fleets are somewhat younger, with
an average age of five years and seven years respectively. With the rapid
growth of airlines in these regions over the last decade, there have been many
more new aircraft delivered, hence the lower average fleet age. With these
newer aircraft it is probable that there is an element of increased reliability.
There is also a greater proportion of relatively older aircraft types such the
Boeing 757/767 and MD80 series in service in North America, when compared
to the Middle East for example.
The life cycle of current in service aircraft designs can be a considerable length
of time. Fly-by-wire aircraft such as the Airbus A320 have now been in service
for over 25 years. These types are still in production and will be in service for
several more decades. Newer designs may be based around the architecture of
these types, so it is likely that the problems/failures of equipment (which may
require manual flight) will be similar in frequency and category when compared
with the current in-service aircraft. External events requiring manual flight will be
independent of the age of the aircraft and the experience of the crew.

5.6 Fatigue
Fatigue is a real threat affecting the entire industry, and not just with regard to
manual flying skills. That 97% of the pilots indicated that they noticed the
performance of a colleague on the flight deck be affected by tiredness or
fatigue, is undoubtedly significant (Q4.3).
Two thirds of pilots agreed that their schedules are generally just too busy so
that pilots may be too tired to practice manual flying (Q4.4). Further results
(Q3.9 statement #1) also support this finding, along with fatigue/tiredness
ranking 3rd in the overall list of reasons why pilots may be reluctant to practice
manual flight (Q3.10).
When comparing the group of long-haul pilots against short-haul, the
percentage was identical in each case. Traditionally the long-haul pilot may
have been viewed as more likely to be tired or fatigued, having experiencing
multiple time zone changes and possibly large periods of understimulation/boredom. After being “awake” for maybe eighteen hours, it is easy to
recognise that a pilot will not be at their peak performance and it is natural that
they may wish to rely on the automation to complete their flight safely. The
moral/legal implications of “practicing” manual flying at the end of a long-haul
flight would quickly come under scrutiny in the event of an incident.
Nevertheless, it is fairly reasonable to expect a pilot to have the skills necessary
to fly an approach and landing safely should the automation fail. It is accepted
that there may be some increase in workload, but for a competent crew in
regular manual flying practice, this extra workload should be easily
manageable. It is highly probable that the crews who are not in regular manual
flying practice would find the extra workload much greater.
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Short-haul pilots may often be subject to duties which involve frequent
sequential early starts and/or late finishes. When combined with multiple sector
days coupled with very short turnaround times, this group will experience
greater instances of much higher workload situations compared to the long-haul
group.
62% of the short-haul group agreed they had at some point been so tired or
fatigued that they felt they could not fly the aircraft safely without automation,
versus 59% of the long-haul group (Q4.5). These results show that fatigue is not
solely a long-haul issue.
The thematic analysis of the pilots’ additional comments provided further insight
(see figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10 Comments from pilots regarding fatigue.
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Anecdotal evidence indicates that many of todays’ operators appear to treat
Flight Time Limitations as “targets” rather than “limits.” Operators try to get as
much productivity as possible from their crews to keep costs as low as possible
in order to remain “competitive.” Latent conditions such as these cannot be
conducive to maintaining an effective level of human performance with regards
to flight safety.

5.7 Pilot perceptions of current manual flying skills
Figure 5.11 Comparison of perception of current manual flying skills (elfperception and perception of others, with Training Captains’ perception of
others).

When asked how they perceived their fellow pilots’ manual flying skills (Q2.16),
the distribution was seen to be normally distributed around a point between
“average” and “quite good,” with a mean score of 2.92 on the five point Likert
scale. The pilots’ self-perception (Q2.19) showed them to rate their own manual
flying skills somewhat better with a mean score of 2.45.
There is most likely an element of subjectivity involved here leading to a slight
bias. It is probably a naturalistic human tendency to assess oneself favourably
against others, and harder to objectively address one’s perceived shortcomings.
The “perception of others” when taken from the point of view of the pilots in the
survey who are Examiners/Instructors/Training Captains, gave a normal
distribution around “average” with a mean score of 3.08. This is the professional
group, who are more likely to be trained to assess people objectively. The
distribution of their perceptions is closer to the “perception of others” from the
main group, which may add credence to the results.
With the manual flying skills being grouped around “average”, this is entirely
normal as in any normal population most people should be “average,” with
some people’s performance being above average and some below. It is difficult
to rate manual flying skills as there is no set scale against which to judge them.
Whilst there are defined limits for acceptable deviations of parameters such as
airspeed, altitude and heading defined by the regulators for testing purposes;
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pilots may use a number of variables in their assessment such as accuracy,
control technique (smoothness) or ease of apparent effort.
It is encouraging to note that the pilot group as a whole recognises that their
manual flying skills will decline if they are not practiced (Q2.10 and Q3.14). A
large proportion (69%) feel that their manual flying skills have deteriorated since
they started flying automated aircraft (Q3.12). Some 68 pilots (8%) indicated
that they thought their manual flying skills had improved. This compares to
Ebbatson’s (2009) study where 7% of pilot thought their skills had improved and
77% thought theirs had deteriorated.
When examining this group of 68 pilots, it was found that 96% of these pilots
were from a civilian training background, 89% were less than 45 years old,
there was an even distribution amongst flying hours, 69% were co-pilots and
78% were based in Europe (including the United Kingdom/Ireland). It is possible
that these pilots are noticing an improvement in their flying skills simply because
they have done more flying, and/or work for operators who encourage these
skills to be maintained.

5.8 Training
It seems evident that the majority of pilots had practiced manual flying in the
real aircraft prior to a simulator check (Q3.3) and a similar number had
observed colleagues doing the same (Q2.13). This does at first glance seem
questionable: using the aircraft to train for the simulator? After all the purpose of
the simulator should be a tool used to help with training for the aircraft.
However, given that a pilot’s performance is assessed several times per year, it
is wholly understandable that they would want to perform as well as possible in
the simulator; particularly if their job and even career may depend on it. A substandard simulator performance will be recorded on the pilot’s training records
permanently and may have consequences, such as re-training required,
promotion aspects, or even dismissal in some cases.
It is notable that 37% of the pilots reported that their operator’s recurrent
training schedule did not allow them sufficient time to practice manual flying in
the flight simulator (Q3.2). Coupled with later responses (Q3.4), there does not
appear to be enough training occurring for manual flight operations. A
significant proportion of pilots (76%) also considered they would like more time
available in the simulator to practice manual flying. However, 85% of the pilots
have received simulator training specifically for upset recovery (in the last 36
months). This high proportion is hopefully as a result of recommendations from
accident reports, such as the report in to the accident of AF447 in 2009 (BEA,
2012b).
The majority of pilots also agreed that modern training is too much of a scripted
“box-ticking” exercise (Q3.5). Interestingly, when the results were looked at by
region, the West European and United Kingdom based pilots were less in
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agreement than the other regions. The increasing adoption of new training
philosophies such as EBT and ATQP amongst these regions may be a
contributing factor. The FAA’s AQP programme is somewhat similar, and with
ICAO (2013) providing EBT guidance, hopefully future training in all regions will
become more type-specific and less of a “box-ticking” exercise.
Training visual approaches or circling approaches in a full flight simulator may
have certain limitations, due to restrictions/cut off points on the projected visual
display. There is also the issue of simulator fidelity versus the aircraft. Whilst
simulators are extremely useful training tools, they may not be able to wholly
reproduce the sensations of flight, such as accelerations and the subtle visual
clues that are necessary. A simulator’s generic flight model may be based on
manufacturer’s flight test data from one individual airframe, which may feel
different when compared to individual aircraft. The flight model will not be able
to accurately simulate aircraft behaviour far beyond the stall, as in most cases
there is very little or no flight test data obtained from this part of the flight
envelope. In addition, the role of simulators in upset recovery training maybe
limited due to the lack of physical feedback (such as “g” force) that will be
experienced in a real aircraft.
Where a simulator can be useful with regards to training manual flight, is in the
development of a pilot’s flight instrument “scan”. In conjunction with an eyetracking system, one United Kingdom operator (Thomson Airways) established
that many pilots were employing random and haphazard instrument scanning
“techniques”, many of which ignored critical parameters on flight instruments for
a considerable amount of time (Flight International, 2013). Methods such as
eye-tracking can assist in re-training pilots and can also be very effective in the
development of a pilot’s monitoring skills.
Training programmes are generally focused on how to fly “with” automation and
not how to fly “without” it. Airbus at least, seem to recognise this and state they
are “going back to basics” with training for the A350. That is, trainees will learn
how to handle the aeroplane first, before automation is introduced later on.
They also plan -apply this philosophy to their existing aircraft programmes as
well.
The majority of pilots (82%) agreed that manually flying the aircraft without flight
director guidance (Q2.21) would be more beneficial than hand flying but
following a flight director. The cognitive demands on solely following a flight
director will be much less than flying “raw data”, so it is encouraging to see that
pilots are aware of the training benefit. Whether they are actually allowed to
switch off the flight directors may depend on who they fly for.
Aircraft operators’ training budgets will often be under commercial pressure and
in order to minimize the resources required, training programmes will be
designed around the minimum standard required by their regulatory authority.
Simulator time may be seen as a precious commodity; however some operators
do now provide dedicated manual handling simulator sessions. This shows
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good intent, but when a major carrier schedules two thirty minute sessions per
year, or one sixty minute session; is this really enough to address the issue and
allow pilots to regain or maintain manual flying skills? A number of pilots
provided comments (with mixed opinions) on these simulator sessions during
the survey (see figures 5.12 and 5.13):
Figure 5.12 Comments (negative) from pilots regarding training.

Several pilots mentioned that a “non-jeopardy” hour of simulator training would
be most beneficial. There was at least one positive comment:
Figure 5.13 Comments (positive) from pilots regarding training.

The ECA’s paper “Pilot Training Compass” (2013) puts forward many valid
points for the development of future training programmes, emphasising the
need for basic flying skills and the need to be “fluent” in them rather than just
“proficient.”
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5.9 Operator policy
An operator’s policy towards automation use will have a profound impact
towards the ability for crews to maintain their manual flying skills. It may be that
a pilot wishes to fly manually but their company discourages it, via a “make use
of automation at all times” type policy, as was found in 20% of the respondents
answers (Q2.14). Just over half the pilots considered that their operators’
policies were matched to “use an appropriate level of automation as required.”
The number of operators where manual flying is “actively encouraged” appears
to be in the minority, with only 11% of pilots indicating so.
One respondent to the survey highlighted that the automation philosophy may
differ between fleets within an airline, on the company’s Airbus fleet the
philosophy was “fly managed to avoid damage” and on the Boeing fleet manual
flying was encouraged. The ‘managed’ term refers to the level of automation
which controls the aircraft flight path via the Flight Management Guidance
System, as opposed to the pilot ‘selected’ functions). There were a number of
differing responses during the survey regarding operators’ automation policies,
a sample of which can be seen below:
Figure 5.14 Comments from pilots regarding operators’ automation policies.
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Figure 5.14 (continued).

With 43% of the pilots feeling that their operator’s automation policy is having a
negative effect on maintaining manual flying skills (Q2.17), this does outweigh
the 25% those who feel the opposite.

5.10 Monitoring
Just over half the pilots had received guidance from their operator with regards
to maintaining manual flying skills (Q2.3). A similar proportion had received
guidance for maintaining or improving monitoring skills (Q5.8). The region
where most pilots had received guidance was Asia, with 68% of the pilots
indicating so. Conversely only 35% of those pilots based in the Middle East had
received operator guidance.
The results showed that 97% of the pilots thought monitoring skills are equally
as important as good manual flying skills (Q5.7). Indeed they are, as proper
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monitoring (and intervention) could have prevented many of the relatively recent
loss of control accidents which involved low airspeed situations, such as the
Asiana Boeing 777 in San Francisco, the Turkish Airlines Boeing 737 crash in
Amsterdam and the Colgan Q400 in Buffalo, New York.
The survey showed that respondents perceived their fellow pilots monitoring
skills as predominantly “good” (Q5.9). Measuring or assessing monitoring can
be challenging, as generally the first indication that an individual may be not
monitoring correctly is when the handling pilot makes an error or deviation that
is not spotted, but there are other metrics to consider such as reaction times.
The previously mentioned eye-tracking research in simulators may prove to be
an effective tool in this domain.
Several respondents indicated that more manual flying would improve
monitoring skills. A further number indicated that manual flying would increase
the “pilot monitoring” workload. This does seem somewhat strange given that
the pilot monitoring is there to “monitor”. Admittedly there is more to it than just
watching the flight instruments: hazards, systems, weather, terrain, checklists
and other traffic all needs monitoring.
The survey asked if pilots (acting in the role of Pilot Monitoring), “would you feel
the workload in the flight deck would be increased to an unacceptable level if
the ‘Pilot Flying/Handling Pilot’ were to fly a descent and approach manually
without the use of autopilots or flight directors?” (Q4.1). Two thirds (66%) of the
pilots disagreed with this, whilst just over a fifth (21%) agreed, with the
remainder neutral. So it would seem that there is an element that is in the
minority, which considers manual flying to be unacceptable with regards to
PM/PNF workload.

5.11 Flight Data Monitoring
With FDM now mandatory for aircraft weighing more than 27,000kgs, it is a vital
tool in being able to identify hazards related to aircraft operation. Hazards may
show up as singular occurrences or as a pattern of long term events.
Some 34% of the pilots (who flew FDM equipped aircraft) indicated that they
had at some point, been dissuaded from flying manually because they were
mindful that they may trigger a FDM event. Whilst this means 66% of pilots
were not dissuaded, it still equates to one pilot in every three that is. Provided
an aircraft is operated within its limits, it is likely that very few FDM events
should be triggered. There will inevitably be some, even when the flight path is
under automatic control, possibly due to events such as an over speed caused
by mountain wave activity. So why should FDM dissuade pilots from flying
manually? During the thematic analysis part of the survey, numerous
FDM/FDAP/FOQA related comments were evident. A selection of which can be
in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Pilots’ comments regarding FDM.
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It would appear that a number of operators are using the system in a punitive
nature, which is not in keeping with the “spirit” of FDM. When examined by
region, the Middle Eastern and South American based pilots showed the
highest proportion of pilots who had been dissuaded from flying manually due to
FDM related issues.
A “just culture” is essential as part of an overall safety culture within an
organisation. It is possible that in these regions, there are also “national” cultural
issues at stake.
It is noteworthy that in the results that these two regions also had the lowest
proportion of pilots who had received guidance on maintaining flying skills from
their operators.

5.12 Culture/Region
It is very difficult to evaluate pilots by country or region, for example many
European and American pilots fly for operators in Asia and the Middle East.
Even cultures within one region such as Europe, may differ significantly: pilots
from Scandinavia may respond differently to those from Mediterranean
countries. However the culture of the operators or regulatory authorities may be
more closely aligned and this could influence how the pilots respond.
It was evident from the comparison by region, that the Middle Eastern and
South American based pilots had strong concerns regarding manual flying. The
respondents from these regions had the lowest percentage of pilots who
practiced their manual flying skills (Q3.8) and who observed colleagues
practicing manual flying skills (Q2.8). These two regions showed the highest
percentage of pilots who thought their operator’s automation policy was having
a negative effect on maintaining manual flying skills (Q2.17) and FDM
dissuading them from flying manually (Q4.7).
Pilots based in North America appeared to have the fewest concerns out of all
the regions with respect to manual flight. This region had the highest
percentage of pilots who see colleagues practice manual flying skills, feel the
most comfortable with flying “raw data” (Q2.7 & Q2.12) and flying visual
approaches (Q4.11). They also had the lowest percentage of pilots who were
dissuaded from flying manually due to FDM concerns (Q4.7); and also the
lowest percentage who had been dissuaded from flying manually because their
colleague on the flight deck felt uncomfortable (Q4.8).
The operational environment of flying in North America no doubt plays a role in
this. Visual approaches at major airports are a common occurrence and there is
a much larger general aviation background and military from which to select
pilots. It is almost unheard of in North America for a low-hours (cadet) pilot to go
from flying school straight into the cockpit of a medium or large jet transport
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aircraft, as happens in some other regions. Most pilots will have been flying
instructors and/or worked for smaller commuter operators before joining the
“major” operators and therefore will have had more opportunities to build up
their level of manual flying ability.

5.13 Flight deck design issues
There was clear agreement that respondents thought angle of attack (AOA)
should be displayed directly to the pilots on all public transport aircraft types
(Q5.1).However, the number of military trained pilots who “strongly agreed” was
greater than their civilian counterparts. This is most likely due to the fact that
most military high performance aircraft types are fitted with some form of AOA
display, so there is likely an element of bias or favouritism from pilots who have
previously flown with AOA displayed.
Having AOA displayed to the crew may give them an idea as to how close the
aircraft is to the stall and could possibly permit earlier recovery actions during
low airspeed loss of control events. It could also be useful as a backup system
in case there is a loss of airspeed information at low Mach numbers.
The AOA at which an aerofoil/wing will stall is not fixed, as it dependent on
various factors such as Mach number and aircraft configuration (Palmer, 2013).
The stall AOA of jet transport aircraft on any display would have to show
something other than just arbitrary units. At high altitude the stalling AOA may
be in the order of 3° to 5°, whereas on approach the value may around 15°.
The FAA is also starting to recognise the benefits of having AOA displayed. In
July 2014, they released information for general aviation operators promoting
the initiative to install AOA based systems to prevent loss of control accidents
(FAA, 2014). Future versions of FAR 25/CS-25 will hopefully take this issue
further.
There is the argument though, that given another display on the flight
instruments, AOA is just another parameter that may go unmonitored by the
crew. However, more manual flying would likely increase the pilot’s “scan” and
with better instrument scanning, then pilots may be able to recognise deviations
earlier.
There were slightly more pilots agreeing that there should be more audio and
visual warnings from aircraft designers to alert of low airspeed situations (Q5.2).
This indicates that current designs are generally perceived as being adequate.
Again their awareness may have been raised due to recent accidents.
With regards to monitoring of airspeed, there was a slight preference towards
the EFIS based system, when compared to the round dial/analogue system
(Q5.3). There was a marked preference for the EFIS display in the younger pilot
group when compared to the older group. This may be as a result of the older
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pilots having previously flown aircraft types with analogue/round dial type
airspeed indicators, and also the younger pilot group having only ever flown
EFIS type aircraft. So in each group, it is possibly a case of preferring what they
are most familiar with.
It was also clear that ‘trend vectors’ on primary flight display instruments made
manual flight a lot easier (Q5.4) and the majority were in agreement that it is
beneficial practicing manual flight in aircraft fitted with full flight envelope
protection with fly by wire/auto-trim (Q5.5).
It is proposed by the author, that the importance of airspeed monitoring should
be the same whether an aircraft is equipped or not with an autothrust system.
With the majority of aircraft fitted with such systems, there was a significant
proportion of pilots (41%) who indicated less monitoring of airspeed is required
(Q5.6). A much smaller proportion (14%) thought more monitoring is required.
This illustrates that pilots are not monitoring equally and most are probably
becoming overly reliant on automated systems. The number of recent low
speed loss of control accidents also bears witness to this. In the event of a
system failure where manual thrust/airspeed control is required, some pilots will
subsequently find greater monitoring demands are required. With 11% of pilots
indicating they had experienced a failure at some point of the autothrust system,
it appears these are not particularly rare occurrences.

5.14 The view from across the cockpit
A number of pilots expressed comments regarding the difference between
Captains and First Officers. Possibly due to a decline in their own flying skills, or
fear of retribution in the event of a FDM occurrence, some Captains appear to
be reluctant to let First Officers fly manually when asked. Conversely, some
Captains try to encourage their First Officers to fly manually, but a lack of
confidence or skills leads to some First Officers declining the opportunity. Some
of the comments can be seen in figure 5.16:
Figure 5.16 Pilot’s comments related to crew issues.
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Figure 5.16 (continued).
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Figure 5.16 (continued).

Clearly there is a growing problem. If First Officers are not flying manually, it is
highly unlikely their manual flying skills will improve, and in all probability they
will decline. So when those First Officers become Captains, they are likely to
have a limited amount of manual flying skill, and be even less likely to
encourage the next generation of First Officers to fly manually. A further
downward trend in manual flying skill will be inevitable.
The full comparison between the group of Captains and First Officers showed
differences in several areas which can be seen in Appendix A.4.
More Captains (27%) than First Officers (15%) felt the workload as “Pilot Not
Flying” in the flight deck would be increased to an unacceptable level for normal
operations, if the “Pilot Flying/Handling Pilot” were to fly a descent and
approach manually without the use of autopilot or flight director. The Captains
also felt more comfortable flying raw data, visual approaches and were less
likely to be dissuaded from flying manually because of FDM.

5.15 Comparisons between groups.
A great deal of information was available from the comparisons between the
various sub-groups. It is beyond the scope of this discussion to explore every
possible comparison. The aim being to discuss the most prominent findings.
When comparing pilots from a civil training background to those from the
military, there were few very areas in which they differed with regards to the
survey responses. There were slightly more military pilots than civilian, who
thought their manual flying skills had declined since they started flying
automated aircraft. This may be due to the fact that military flying operations
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generally involve more manual flying in tasks, such as formation flying, low level
operations and air-to-air refuelling. Hence it is highly likely that a military pilot
will (on average) have a higher level of manual flying ability than their civilian
counterparts. Therefore they will notice a greater decline in these skills if they
are not practiced, as they have more skills to “lose”. These fine motor skills are
comprehensively trained in order to reach the required high standards, and the
training ‘system’ may be regarded as more selective and arduous than the
civilian flying training system. This is not to say that one is inferior to the other,
as the demands on the “end product” of each system are vastly different.
Nineteen MPL trained pilots completed the survey. Due to the small sample size
they were not compared to any other group. The small sample size also most
likely reflects the current proportion of MPL pilots currently engaged in
commercial operations. The entire MPL group did indicate that they feel their
manual flying skills will decrease over time if they do not practice them (Q2.10).
84% of the group indicated they felt that their manual flying skills have
deteriorated since they started flying automated aircraft (Q3.12), and 37% had
at some point been dissuaded from flying manually because their colleague on
the flight deck felt uncomfortable (Q4.8). The same proportion had also been
dissuaded from flying manually because they were mindful that they may trigger
a FDM event (Q4.7). It appears that this group are not in the best positon to be
able to develop their manual flying skills.
The high-hours pilot group also indicated they were comfortable flying a visual
approach with 68% indicating so, compared to 45% of the low-hour group.
These results suggest that confidence is lower in the low-hour group (when
viewed from both sides) with regards to manual flying skills.
A greater number of long-haul pilots (81%) thought that their manual flying skills
have become degraded since they started flying automated aircraft (Q2.12 and
Q3.12), when compared to the short-haul pilots (62%). Interestingly, 10% more
long-haul pilots felt more comfortable flying “raw data” than their short-haul
colleagues. However, it is suggested that the general higher experience of longhaul pilots may account for this and it is likely the majority will have flown shorthaul operations at some point in their careers.
The corporate/business aviation pilots appeared to have less issues relating to
manual flight and practiced it more often. Fewer had noticed degradation in their
skills and there was a greater proportion of pilots who were very comfortable
flying raw data and visual approaches. Business jets may fly to a much more
varied set of destinations and may make use of smaller airports (which have
limited landing/navigation aids) when compared to the airline industry. This will
require a higher amount of manual flying. Coupled with the typical owner of a
business aircraft who may be a high worth individual or organisation; these
owners will generally expect their pilots to have a very high level of
experience/ability in order to ensure their safety in an emergency. The same
ability may not yet be present in a pilot who starts flying with 200 hours total
time in a low cost airline for example.
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The comparisons between the predominant aircraft types in the survey revealed
few surprises and it is not the intention to create an “Airbus versus Boeing”
discussion. For the medium jet transports (A320 series and Boeing 737) the
A320 pilots felt slightly less comfortable conducting a flight of one hour duration
with the autoflight and/or autothrust system inoperative (Q2.7). The Boeing
pilots showed a greater percentage (53%) who perceive their colleagues’
manual flying skills to be currently “quite good or very good” when compared to
the Airbus group (35%). The Airbus group had a higher percentage of pilots
who never or rarely fly manually (Q3.8) and they also felt that with autothrust
less monitoring of their airspeed is required (Q5.6).
The large jet transport aircraft groups (Boeing 777 and Airbus A330) results
were more closely matched, with the exception that 93% of the A330 pilots
agreed there is benefit in practicing manual flight in aircraft having full flight
envelope protection with fly by wire/auto-trim when compared to 68% of the
Boeing 777 pilots (Q5.5). It is conceivable that the 2009 Airbus A330/AF447
accident may have shaped the pilots’ responses in this respect.
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6. Conclusion
6.1 Summary
The results of the main survey indicate there is a continued need for manual
flying skills to be maintained. The majority of pilots have experienced situations,
both technical and non-technical, where manual flight became necessary.
Nearly all pilots are aware that their manual flying skills will deteriorate over time
if they are not practiced and many pilots indicated that their skills have become
degraded since they started flying automated aircraft.
A number of issues have been identified that may be acting as barriers thereby
preventing pilots from practicing manual flying skill. These include fear of
triggering a Flight Data Monitoring event, insufficient training opportunities,
fatigue and restrictive operators’ automation policies.
Several differences in the amount of manual flying between the pilot sub-groups
were identified. Whilst some of the results may not be surprising, they do
highlight that pilots now entering the industry are facing an operating
environment where it will likely be very difficult for them to develop or maintain
their existing level of manual flying skills. Hopefully it shows there is now some
evidence to support anecdotal concerns that the industry is faced with a real
threat in relation to the maintenance of manual flying skills. Unless meaningful
action is taken by operators and regulators, then it is predicted that there will be
an increased probability of further accidents and incidents, resulting from
overuse of automation combined with a lack of timely intervention when manual
flying may have been appropriate.
The issue of confidence (or lack of it) to practice manual flying appeared
frequently in the comments provided by the pilots. One pilot raised a very good
point that, “maintaining manual handling skills are very important, not just as a
backup for when the automation fails, but they allow a pilot to confidently
operate their aircraft. The confidence in ones abilities will allow them to easily
maintain situational awareness, make accurate decisions and reduce task
saturation. Lack of confidence will promote ‘second guessing’" of one’s
decisions and reduce mental capacity for the operation of the aircraft.”

6.2 Suggested future research
Whilst a variety of important issues have been highlighted during this study, it
was only possible to give a summary of them. It may be beneficial to examine
the individual issues in greater depth, such as cultural/regional differences in
the application of Flight Data Monitoring, as this may point further to the
underlying factors.
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As this study is effectively a “snapshot” of the pilots’ current perceptions and
views on manual flying, it may be worth conducting a similar study at some
point in the future to see how pilots’ views and the industry have changed.
Also with automation now becoming a standard feature in many multi-pilot
helicopters and following a recent automation-related helicopter accident in the
North Sea, a study of helicopter pilots may prove to be of benefit.

6.3 How to improve manual flying skills?
The results show that the majority of pilots think a less restrictive operator
automation policy and more simulator training would be the most effective
methods to maintain or improve manual flying skills. For this to become
effective, aircraft operators will need to find the judicious balance between risk
and cost. An increase in the mandatory requirements in simulator training may
also be beneficial; The FAA are beginning to encourage simulator training
without full use of automation (FAA, 2013c) and hopefully steps such as these
will become more common throughout the industry.
There are regulatory ‘recency’ requirements regarding minimum numbers of
take-offs and landings in order to remain ‘ ‘current’. Some operators have their
pilots keep a “landing card” with their licences to record and keep track of the
number of autolands. It is suggested that a similar system of recording a
specified number of manually flown approaches could be introduced with little
effort and expense.
Whilst this study has predominantly highlighted the decline in manual skills, it
must be mentioned that a number of pilots do actively maintain their manual
flying skills, be it through flying manually when appropriate, or by flying light
aircraft, aerobatics or gliders in their free time.
Manual flying ability is just part of the knowledge, skills and attitudes that a pilot
should possess in order to operate their aircraft in a safe, effective and efficient
manner. These qualities may also be known as “airmanship”.
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Appendix A
Where there were noticeable differences between groups in responses (~10%
in each question), the individual question was examined further to establish if
the difference was statistically significant.
A “differences in proportion test” was performed between group results in order
to determine if the results were significant within a 95% confidence value. This
test is only valid if both samples satisfy the standard binomial requirement, that
being n*p and n(1-p) must both be equal to or greater than 5, n=sample size
and p=percentage. Where the requirement was not satisfied in some cases, a
chi-squared test was performed using the actual values obtained in place of the
percentage values.
The following tables list the questions which had notable differences between
each group.

A.1 Comparisons by age group
Sub-group 1: Pilots aged 46 to 65
Mean hours range: 10,000 to 15,000
Flying training background: 71% Civil / 29% Military
Function: 84% Captains / 16% First Officers
Sub-group 2: Pilots aged 18 to 35
Mean hours range: 1,500 to 3,000
Flying training background: 97% Civil / 3% Military
Function: 15% Captains / 85% First Officers
Comparison/Subject Question.
Percentage of pilots….

Q2.2 … who have experienced failure
of a flight guidance system or
autopilot (in flight).
Q2.5 … who have had an in-flight
aircraft system or equipment failure
that required them to fly the aircraft
manually.
Q2.6 … who have had an external
factor that required them to fly the
aircraft manually.
Q2.7 … who feel very comfortable
about conducting a flight of one hour
duration with the Autoflight and/or
Autothrust system inoperative.

Pilots
aged
46 to
65
(n=349)

Pilots
%
Is the
aged
Difference difference
statistically
18 to
significant
35
at a 95%
(n=273)
level?

85%

64%

21%

Yes

85%

58%

27%

Yes

92%

70%

22%

Yes

40%

30%

10%

Yes
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Q2.15 … who agreed their manual
flying skills have become degraded
since you started flying automated
aircraft.
Q2.21 … who strongly agree that
manually flying an aircraft without FD
guidance (i.e. FD switched off) would
be more beneficial than hand flying
but following a FD.
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots may be
reluctant to practice manual flying
Statement# 6 (risk of FDM trigger pt.)
Q3.11 … who thought a pilot who
(after basic training) started their
career on automated aircraft but
practiced manual flight often would
have better manual flying skills, when
compared to a pilot who started their
career flying a conventional aircraft
before moving onto an automated
aircraft, but does not practice manual
flight.
Q3.12 ii … who feel that their manual
flying skills have improved since you
started flying automated aircraft.
Q 3.15 … who feel a less restrictive
automation airline policy would be the
most effective way for pilots to
maintain or improve manual flying
skills.
Q4.1 … who agree and strongly agree
(as PNF) the workload in the flight
deck would be increased to an
unacceptable level for normal
operations if the “Pilot Flying/Handling
Pilot” were to fly a descent and
approach manually without the use of
AP or FD (assuming good weather
and low traffic levels).
Q4.7 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because they were mindful that that
may trigger a FDM / FOQA event.
Q4.8 … that have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the flight
deck felt uncomfortable.
Q4.11 … who felt very comfortable
flying to a destination that they have
previously visited and Air Traffic
Control offers them a visual approach.

50%

40%

10%

Yes

36%

46%

10%

Yes

11%

22%

11%

Yes

48%

68%

20%

Yes

2%

15%

14%

Yes

47%

63%

16%

Yes

28%

11%

17%

Yes

23%

38%

15%

Yes

30%

63%

33%

Yes

68%

45%

23%

Yes
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Q5.1 … who strongly agree angle of
attack information (alpha) should be
displayed directly to the pilots on all
public transport aircraft types.
Q5.3 … who feel it is easier to notice
a large airspeed deviation from an
EFIS “speed tape” type display, when
compared to a traditional round dial
“analogue” airspeed indicator.
Q5.9 …who perceive their fellow
pilot's monitoring skills are very good
or quite good.

42%

26%

16%

Yes

46%

72%

26%

Yes

67%

77%

10%

Yes

Long
haul
(n=237)

Short
haul
(n=318)

%
Difference

Is the
difference
statistically
significant at
a 95% level?

78%

85%

8%

Yes

29%

36%

7%

No

32%

22%

10%

Yes

81%

62%

19%

Yes

A.2 Comparisons by type of operation
Sub-group: Long-haul pilots
Mean age range: 46 to 55
Mean flying hours range: 10,000 to 15,000
Flying training background: 80% Civil / 20% Military
Function: 54% Captains / 46% First Officers
Sub-group: Short-haul pilots
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 92% Civil / 8% Military
Function: 49% Captains / 51% First Officers

Comparison/Subject Question.
Percentage of pilots…

Q2.6 … who have had an external
factor that required them to fly the
aircraft manually.
Q2.7 … who feel very comfortable
about conducting a flight of one hour
duration with the Autoflight and/or
Autothrust system inoperative.
Q2.12 … who feel very comfortable
flying "raw data"? (Flight without
Flight Director, Autopilot/Auto
Thrust).
Q2.15 … who agreed or strongly
agreed their manual flying skills have
become degraded since they started
flying automated aircraft.
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Q2.16 … who perceive their
colleagues’ manual flying skills to be
currently quite good or very good.
Q2.17 … who agree and strongly
agree that their operator’s automation
policy is having a negative effect on
maintaining manual flying skills.
Q2.19 … who perceive their manual
flying skills to be currently quite good
or very good.
Q3.1 … who strongly agree they
would like more time available in the
simulator to practice manual flying.
Q3.3 … who have ever practiced
manual flying in the real aircraft prior
to a simulator check.
Q3.4 … who strongly agree there is
not enough time spent in the flight
simulator practicing manual flight.
Q3.5 … who strongly agree modern
simulator recurrent training/checking
is too much of a scripted “box ticking"
exercise.
Q3.8 … who never or rarely (apart
from take-off/landing) fly manually.
Q3.8 ii … who quite often or very
often (apart from take-off and
landing) fly manually.
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots may be
reluctant to practice manual flying
Statement# 3 (easier to let AP work)
Statement# 4 (more capacity/SA)
Statement# 6 (risk of FDM trigger pt.)
Q3.11 … who thought a pilot who
(after basic training) started their
career on automated aircraft but
practiced manual flight often would
have better manual flying skills, when
compared to a pilot who started their
career flying a conventional aircraft
before moving onto an automated
aircraft, but does not practice manual
flight.
Q3.12 … who feel that their manual
flying skills have deteriorated since
they started flying automated aircraft.
Q3.12 ii … who feel that their manual
flying skills have improved since you
started flying automated aircraft.

28%

41%

13%

Yes

49%

38%

11%

Yes

52%

61%

9%

Yes

40%

26%

14%

Yes

67%

78%

11%

Yes

30%

19%

11%

Yes

33%

25%

8%

Yes

61%

34%

27%

Yes

17%

37%

20%

Yes

12%
17%
14%

21%
9%
20%

9%
8%
6%

Yes
Yes
No

49%

64%

15%

Yes

80%

63%

17%

Yes

1%

14%

13%

Yes, the
Chi-square
statistic is
31.0221
p < 0.05
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Q 3.15 … who feel more simulator
training would be the most effective
way for pilots to maintain or improve
manual flying skills.
Q 3.15ii … who feel a less restrictive
airline automation policy would be the
most effective way for pilots to
maintain or improve manual flying
skills.
Q4.1 … who agree or strongly agree
(as PNF) the workload in the flight
deck would be increased to an
unacceptable level for normal
operations if the “Pilot
Flying/Handling Pilot” were to fly a
descent and approach manually
without the use of AP or FD
(assuming good weather and low
traffic levels).
Q4.1 ii … who disagree or strongly
disagree (as PNF) the workload in
the flight deck would be increased to
an unacceptable level for normal
operations if the “Pilot Flying/
Handling Pilot” were to fly a descent
and approach manually without the
use of AP or FD (assuming good
weather and low traffic levels).
Q4.6 … agree or strongly agree that
they think it is safer to use full
automation at all times.
Q4.6 ii … who disagree or strongly
disagree that they think it is safer to
use full automation at all times.
Q 4.8 …who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the flight
deck felt uncomfortable.
Q4.10 … agree or strongly agree that
they think some pilots are just “lazy /
too complacent” with regards to
practicing manual flying.
Q4.10 ii … who disagree or strongly
disagree that they think some pilots
are just “lazy / too complacent” with
regards to practicing manual flying.
Q5.2 … who strongly agree there
should be more audio and visual
warnings from aircraft designers to
alert of low airspeed situations.

39%

23%

16%

Yes

47%

63%

16%

Yes

27%

17%

10%

Yes

61%

73%

12%

Yes

29%

18%

11%

Yes

52%

66%

14%

Yes

39%

48%

9%

Yes

54%

68%

14%

Yes

27%

15%

12%

Yes

21%

10%

11%

Yes
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Q5.3 … who feel it is easier to notice
a large airspeed deviation from an
EFIS “speed tape” type display, when
compared to a traditional round dial
“analogue” airspeed indicator.
Q5.6 … who feel that autothrottle/
autothrust has changed the way they
monitor their indicated airspeed and
requires less monitoring.

54%

65%

11%

Yes

46%

34%

12%

Yes

A.3 Comparisons of initial flying training background: Civilian /
Military
Sub-group: Civilian (including integrated, modular and MPL)
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Function: 50% Captains / 50% First Officers
Sub-group: Military (including fixed wing and rotary wing)
Mean age range: 46 to 55
Mean hours range: 10,000 to 15,000
Function: 66% Captains / 34% First Officers

Comparison/Subject Question.

Civil
(n=741)

Percentage of pilots….

Q2.5 … who have had an in-flight
aircraft system or equipment failure
that required them to fly the aircraft
manually.
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots may be
reluctant to practice manual flying
Statement# 3 (easier to let AP work)
Statement# 10 (workload/airspace).
Q3.11 … who thought a pilot who
(after basic training) started their
career on automated aircraft but
practiced manual flight often would
have better manual flying skills, when
compared to a pilot who started their
career flying a conventional aircraft
before moving onto an automated
aircraft, but does not practice manual
flight.

Military
%
Is the
(n=142) Difference difference
statistically
significant
at a 95%
level?

71%

80%

9%

Yes

19%
7%

8%
14%

11%
7%

Yes
Yes

55%

42%

13%

Yes
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Q 3.15 … who feel more simulator
training would be the most effective
way for pilots to maintain or improve
manual flying skills
Q 3.15 ii … who feel a less restrictive
automation airline policy would be the
most effective way for pilots to
maintain or improve manual flying
skills
Q4.1 … who strongly agree (as PNF)
the workload in the flight deck would
be increased to an unacceptable level
for normal operations if the “Pilot
Flying/Handling Pilot” were to fly a
descent and approach manually
without the use of AP or FD
(assuming good weather and low
traffic levels).
Q4.1 ii … who disagree and strongly
disagree (as PNF) the workload in the
flight deck would be increased to an
unacceptable level for normal
operations if the “Pilot Flying/Handling
Pilot” were to fly a descent and
approach manually without the use of
AP or FD (assuming good weather
and low traffic levels).
Q 4.8 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the flight
deck felt uncomfortable.
Q 5.1 … who strongly agree angle of
attack information (alpha) should be
displayed directly to the pilots on all
public transport aircraft types.

29%

39%

10%

Yes

57%

47%

10%

Yes

5%

13%

8%

Yes

68%

56%

12%

Yes

46%

34%

12%

Yes

30%

49%

19%

Yes

A.4 Comparisons of Captains and First Officers
Sub-group: Captains (including Training Captains / Examiners)
Mean age range: 46 to 55
Mean hours range: 10,000 to 15,000
Flying training background: 80% Civil / 20% Military
Sub-group: First Officers (including Second Officers)
Mean age range: 26 to 35
Mean hours range: 3,000 to 5,000
Flying training background: 88% Civil / 12% Military
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Comparison/Subject
Question.

Captains

%
Difference

(n=469)

First
Officers
(n=414)

Is the
difference
statistically
significant
at a 95%
level?

82%

65%

17%

Yes

81%

63%

18%

Yes

91%

73%

18%

Yes

40%

26%

14%

Yes

30%

22%

8%

Yes

23%

30%

7%

Yes

30%

42%

12%

Yes

30%

23%

7%

Yes

30%

19%

11%

Yes

63%

50%

7%

Yes

29%

39%

10%

Yes

14%

23%

9%

Yes

Percentage of pilots….

Q2.2 … who have experienced
failure of a flight guidance
system or autopilot (in flight).
Q2.5 … who have had an inflight aircraft system or
equipment failure that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.6 … who have had an
external factor that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.7 … who feel very
comfortable about conducting a
flight of one hour duration with
the Autoflight and/or Autothrust
system inoperative.
Q2.12 … who feel very
comfortable flying "raw data"?
(Flight without Flight Director,
Autopilot/Auto Thrust).
Q2.15 … who strongly agree
their manual flying skills have
become degraded since you
started flying automated aircraft
Q2.16 … who perceive their
colleagues’ manual flying skills
to be currently quite good or
very good.
Q2.16 ii … who perceive their
colleagues’ manual flying skills
to be currently poor or could be
better.
Q2.18 … who practice their
manual flying skills very often.
Q2.19 … who perceive their
manual flying skills to be
currently quite good/very good.
Q2.19 ii … who perceive their
manual flying skills to be
currently average.
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots
may be reluctant to practice
manual flying.
Statement# 6 (risk of FDM
trigger point).
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Q3.11 … who thought a pilot
who (after basic training)
started their career on
automated aircraft but practiced
manual flight often would have
better manual flying skills, when
compared to a pilot who started
their career flying a
conventional aircraft before
moving onto an automated
aircraft, but does not practice
manual flight.
Q4.1 … who strongly agree and
agree (as PNF) the workload in
the flight deck would be
increased to an unacceptable
level for normal operations if
the “Pilot Flying/Handling Pilot”
were to fly a descent and
approach manually without the
use of AP or FD (assuming
good weather and low traffic
levels).
Q4.7 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because they were mindful that
that may trigger a FDM / FOQA
event.
Q 4.8 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the
flight deck felt uncomfortable.
Q 4.11 … who felt very
comfortable flying to a
destination that they have
previously visited and Air Traffic
Control offers them a visual
approach; the weather is nice
and traffic levels are low.
Q 5.1 … who strongly agree
angle of attack information
(alpha) should be displayed
directly to the pilots on all public
transport aircraft types.
Q 5.3 … who feel it is easier to
notice a large airspeed
deviation from an EFIS “speed
tape” type display, when
compared to a traditional round
dial “analogue” airspeed
indicator.

50%

56%

6%

No

27%

15%

12%

Yes

26%

38%

12%

Yes

29%

60%

31%

Yes

66%

45%

21%

Yes

37%

28%

11%

Yes

51%

64%

13%

Yes
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Q 5.6 … who feel that
autothrottle/autothrust has
changed the way they monitor
their indicated airspeed and
requires less monitoring.
Q 5.9 …who perceive their
fellow pilot's monitoring skills
are very good.

36%

45%

9%

Yes

13%

23%

10%

Yes

A.5 Comparisons by number of flying hours
Sub-group: Pilots with 15,000+ hours
Mean age range: 56 to 65
Flying training background: 73% Civil / 27% Military
Function: 91% Captains / 9% First Officers
Sub-group: Pilots with 200 to 3,000 hours
Mean age range: 26 to 35
Flying training background: 88% Civil / 12% Military
Function: 7% Captains / 93% First Officers

Comparison/Subject
Question.

High
hours
(n=194)

Low
hours
(n=147)

%
Difference

Is the
difference
statistically
significant
at a 95%
level?

85%

58%

27%

Yes

59%

49%

10%

No

84%

49%

35%

Yes

93%

63%

30%

Yes

45%

27%

18%

Yes

Percentage of pilots….

Q2.2 … who have experienced
failure of a flight guidance
system or autopilot (in flight).
Q2.3 … who have received
from their operator any
guidance regarding maintaining
manual flying skills.
Q2.5 … who have had an inflight aircraft system or
equipment failure that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.6 … who have had an
external factor that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.7 … who feel very
comfortable about conducting a
flight of one hour duration with
the Autoflight and/or Autothrust
system inoperative.
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Q2.10 … who strongly agreed
manual flying skills will
decrease over time if they do
not practice them.
Q2.11 … who strongly agree
they like to hand fly part of
every flight to keep their skills
up.
Q2.12 … who feel very
comfortable flying "raw data"?
(Flight without Flight Director,
Autopilot/Autothrust).
Q2.15 … who agreed their
manual flying skills have
become degraded since you
started flying automated
aircraft.
Q2.18 … who practice their
manual flying skills very often.
Q2.19 … who perceive their
manual flying skills to be
currently very good.
Q3.3 … who have ever
practiced manual flying in the
real aircraft prior to a simulator
check.
Q3.7 … who strongly agree
more emphasis should be
placed on assessing a pilot’s
manual flying skills in a flight
simulator.
Q3.8 … who quite often (apart
from take-off and landing) fly
manually.
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots
may be reluctant to practice
manual flying
# 3 (easier to let AP work)
# 4 (more capacity/SA)
# 6 (risk of FDM trigger pt.)
Q3.11 … who thought a pilot
who (after basic training)
started their career on
automated aircraft but practiced
manual flight often would have
better manual flying skills, when
compared to a pilot who started
their career flying a
conventional aircraft before
moving onto an automated
aircraft, but does not practice
manual flight.

65%

74%

9%

No

55%

42%

13%

Yes

34%

27%

7%

No

51%

37%

14%

Yes

38%

20%

18%

Yes

14%

5%

9%

Yes

80%

67%

13%

Yes

29%

12%

17%

Yes

26%

17%

9%

Yes

22%
16%
8%

16%
11%
22%

6%
5%
14%

No
No
Yes

43%

76%

33%

Yes
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Q3.12 … who feel that their
manual flying skills have
deteriorated since they started
flying automated aircraft.
Q3.12 ii … who feel that their
manual flying skills have
improved since you started
flying automated aircraft.
Q3.15 … who thought more
simulator training would be the
most effective way for pilots to
maintain or improve manual
flying skills.
Q3.15 ii … who feel a less
restrictive automation airline
policy would be the most
effective way for pilots to
maintain or improve manual
flying skills.
Q4.1 … who agree and strongly
agree (as PNF) the workload in
the flight deck would be
increased to an unacceptable
level for normal operations if the
“Pilot Flying/Handling Pilot”
were to fly a descent and
approach manually without the
use of AP or FD (assuming
good weather and low traffic
levels).
Q4.7 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because they were mindful that
that may trigger a FDM event.
Q4.8 …who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the
flight deck felt uncomfortable.
Q4.11 … who felt very
comfortable flying to a
destination that they have
previously visited and Air Traffic
Control offers them a visual
approach.
Q4.11 ii … who felt somewhat
uncomfortable flying to a
destination that they have
previously visited and Air Traffic
Control offers them a visual
approach.

74%

58%

16%

Yes

1%

20%

19%

38%

24%

14%

Yes

47%

57%

10%

No

30%

13%

17%

Yes

18%

39%

21%

Yes

24%

62%

38%

Yes

72%

41%

31%

Yes

4%

12%

8%

Yes

Yes, Chisquare
statistic is
36.9274.
p < 0.05
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Q5.1 …who strongly agree
angle of attack information
(alpha) should be displayed
directly to the pilots on all public
transport aircraft types.
Q5.2 … who strongly agree
there should be more audio and
visual warnings from aircraft
designers to alert of low
airspeed situations.
Q5.3 … who feel it is easier to
notice a large airspeed
deviation from an EFIS “speed
tape” type display, when
compared to a traditional round
dial “analogue” airspeed
indicator.
Q5.9 …who perceive their
fellow pilot's monitoring skills
are very good or quite good.

44%

20%

24%

Yes

18%

9%

9%

Yes

47%

72%

25%

Yes

61%

78%

17%

Yes

A.6 Comparison: Corporate / Business aviation pilots
Sub-group: Corporate/Business aviation pilots
Mean age range: 46 to 55
Mean hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 85% Civil / 15% Military
Function: 80% Captains / 20% First Officers
Sub-group: Non corporate pilots
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 84% Civil / 16% Military
Function: 50% Captains / 50% First Officers

Comparison/Subject
Question.

Corporate
(n=71)

Non
Corporate
(n=812)

% Difference

Is the
difference
statistically
significant at
a 95% level?

92%

73%

19%

Yes

93%

71%

22%

Yes

Percentage of pilots…
Q2.2 … who have experienced
failure of a flight guidance
system or autopilot (in flight).
Q2.5 … who have had an inflight aircraft system or
equipment failure that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
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Q2.6 … who have had an
external factor that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.7 … who feel very
comfortable about conducting a
flight of one hour duration with
the Autoflight and/or Autothrust
system inoperative.
Q2.12 … who feel very
comfortable flying "raw data"?
(Flight without Flight Director,
Autopilot/Autothrust).
Q2.15 … who strongly agreed
their manual flying skills have
become degraded since you
started flying automated
aircraft.
Q2.18 … who practice their
manual flying skills very often.
Q2.19 … who perceive their
manual flying skills to be
currently quite good or very
good.
Q3.2 … whose operators’
recurrent training schedule
allows sufficient time to practice
manual flying in the flight
simulator.
Q3.8 … who quite often and
very often (apart from take-off
and landing) fly manually.
Q3.11 … who thought a pilot
who (after basic training)
started their career on
automated aircraft but practiced
manual flight often would have
better manual flying skills, when
compared to a pilot who started
their career flying a
conventional aircraft before
moving onto an automated
aircraft, but does not practice
manual flight.
Q3.12 … who feel that their
manual flying skills have
deteriorated since they started
flying automated aircraft.
Q3.13 … who do extra flying
outside of work.

94%

82%

12%

Yes

54%

31%

23%

Yes

42%

25%

17%

Yes

8%

28%

20%

Yes

37%

24%

13%

Yes

81%

54%

27%

Yes

31%

17%

14%

Yes

48%

25%

23%

Yes

42%

54%

12%

No*
However at
90% level,
yes. The
Chi-square
statistic is
3.5803. The
P value is
0.05847

49%

71%

22%

Yes

45%

75%

30%

Yes
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Q4.8 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the
flight deck felt uncomfortable.
Q4.11 … who felt very
comfortable flying to a
previously visited destination
and Air Traffic Control offers
them a visual approach
Q5.1 … who agree and
strongly agree angle of attack
information (alpha) should be
displayed directly to the pilots
on all public transport aircraft
types
Q5.5 … who strongly agree
with some aircraft having full
flight envelope protection with
fly by wire/auto-trim, there is
benefit in practicing manual
flight in these types, given that
failures in equipment are rare
Q5.8 … who received from their
operator any specific guidance
with regards to maintaining or
improving monitoring skills.

23%

45%

22%

Yes

80%

54%

26%

Yes

88%

62%

26%

Yes

46%

33%

13%

Yes

31%

53%

22%

Yes

A.7 Comparisons by type of aircraft: Boeing 737 / Airbus A320
Sub-group: Boeing 737 pilots
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 3,000 to 5,000
Flying training background: 84% Civil / 16% Military
Function: 36% Captains / 64% First Officers
Sub-group: Airbus A320 series pilots
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 93% Civil / 7% Military
Function: 55% Captains / 45% First Officers
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Comparison/Subject
Question.

Boeing
737
(n=116)

Airbus
A320
series
(n=160)

%
Difference

Is the
difference
statistically
significant
at a 95%
level?

78%

64%

14%

Yes

59%

44%

15%

Yes

68%

61%

7%

No

39%

26%

13%

Yes

30%

15%

15%

Yes

0%

13%

13%

Yes, the
Chi-square
statistic is
15.6328.
p < 0.05

40%

26%

14%

Yes

54%

65%

11%

No

53%

35%

18%

Yes

19%

35%

16%

Yes

28%

18%

10%

Yes

7%

26%

19%

Yes

Percentage of pilots…

Q2.2 … who have experienced
failure of a flight guidance
system or autopilot (in flight).
Q2.3 … who have received
from their operator any
guidance regarding maintaining
manual flying skills.
Q2.5 … who have had an inflight aircraft system or
equipment failure that required
them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.7 … who feel very
comfortable about conducting a
flight of one hour duration with
the Autoflight and/or Autothrust
system inoperative.
Q2.8 … who see colleagues
practice manual flying skills
often and very often.
Q2.8 ii … who see colleagues
practice manual flying skills not
at all.

Q2.12 … who feel very
comfortable flying "raw data"?
(Flight without Flight Director,
Autopilot/Autothrust).
Q2.15 … who agreed and
strongly agreed their manual
flying skills have become
degraded since you started
flying automated aircraft.
Q2.16 … who perceive their
colleagues’ manual flying skills
to be currently quite good or
very good.
Q2.16 ii … who perceive their
colleagues’ manual flying skills
to be currently poor or could be
better.
Q2.18 … who practice their
manual flying skills very often.
Q2.18 ii … who practice their
manual flying skills very
occasionally.
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Q3.1 … who agree and strongly
agree they would like more time
available in the simulator to
practice manual flying.
Q3.2 … whose operators’
recurrent training schedule
does not allow sufficient time to
practice manual flying in the
flight simulator.
Q3.4 … who agree there is not
enough time spent in the flight
simulator practicing manual
flight.
Q3.6 … who have recently
received any simulator training
specifically for upset recovery
(in the last 36 months).
Q3.8 … who never or rarely fly
manually other than take-off or
landing.
Q3.8ii … who quite often or
very often fly manually other
than take-off or landing.
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots
may be reluctant to practice
manual flying
#3 (easier to let AP work)
# 4 (more capacity/SA)
# 6 (risk of FDM trigger pt.)
Q3.12 … who feel that their
manual flying skills have
deteriorated since they started
flying automated aircraft.
Q3.12 ii … who feel that their
manual flying skills have
improved since you started
flying automated aircraft.
Q3.15 … who more simulator
training would be the most
effective way for pilots to
maintain or improve manual
flying skills.
Q4.8 …who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the
flight deck felt uncomfortable.
Q5.4 … who strongly agree if
that an aircraft is fitted with
“trend vectors” on the primary
flight display instruments, that
this makes manual flight easier.

65%

79%

14%

Yes

45%

33%

12%

Yes

29%

49%

20%

Yes

91%

78%

13%

Yes

20%

51%

31%

Yes

45%

24%

21%

Yes

22%
10%
19%

16%
16%
28%

6%
6%
9%

No
No
No

52%

67%

15%

Yes

22%

8%

14%

Yes

18%

31%

13%

Yes

57%

48%

9%

No

29%

49%

20%

Yes
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Q5.5 … who strongly agree
with some aircraft having full
flight envelope protection with
fly by wire/auto-trim, there is
benefit in practicing manual
flight in these types, given that
failures in equipment are rare.
Q5.6 … who feel that
Autothrottle/Autothrust has
changed the way they monitor
their indicated airspeed and
requires less monitoring.

26%

41%

15%

Yes

27%

57%

30%

Yes

A.8 Comparisons by type of aircraft: Boeing 777 / Airbus A330
Sub-group: Boeing 777 pilots
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 83% Civil / 17% Military
Function: 39% Captains / 61% First (and Second) Officers
Sub-group: Airbus A330 pilots
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 10,000 to 15,000
Flying training background: 71% Civil / 29% Military
Function: 54% Captains / 46% First (and Second) Officers
Comparison/Subject
Question.

Boeing
777
(n=122)

Airbus
A330
(n=127)

%
difference

Is the
difference
statistically
significant
at a 95%
level?

19%

28%

9%

No

57%

78%

21%

Yes

39%

46%

7%

No

Percentage of pilots…

Q2.7 … who feel very
comfortable about conducting a
flight of one hour duration with
the Autoflight and/or Autothrust
system inoperative.
Q2.13 … who have ever
noticed a colleague practice
manual flying prior to a
proficiency check in a flight
simulator.
Q2.21 … who strongly agree
that manually flying an aircraft
without FD guidance (i.e. FD
switched off) would be more
beneficial than hand flying but
following a FD.
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Q3.3 …who ever practiced
manual flying in the real aircraft
prior to a simulator check
.
Q3.4… who agree there is not
enough time spent in the flight
simulator practicing manual
flight.
Q3.6 … who have recently
received any simulator training
specifically for upset recovery
(in the last 36 months).
Q3.10 Main reason(s) pilots
may be reluctant to practice
manual flying
#1 (tiredness/fatigue)
# 3 (easier to let AP work)
# 4 (more capacity/SA)
# 6 (risk of FDM trigger pt.)
# 8 (safer to use AP)
Q4.4 … who strongly agree that
airline/commercial schedules
are generally just too busy that
pilots may be too tired to
practice manual flying.
Q4.7 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because they were mindful that
that may trigger a FDM / FOQA
event.
Q 4.8 … who have ever been
dissuaded from flying manually
because their colleague on the
flight deck felt uncomfortable.
Q4.11 … who felt very
comfortable flying to a
destination that they have
previously visited and ATC
offers them a visual approach.
Q5.1 … who strongly agree
angle of attack information
(alpha) should be displayed
directly to the pilots on all public
transport aircraft types.
Q5.5 …who agree or strongly
agree with some aircraft having
full flight envelope protection
with fly by wire/auto-trim, there
is benefit in practicing manual
flight in these types, given that
failures in equipment are rare.

57%

72%

15%

Yes

42%

57%

15%

Yes

92%

83%

9%

Yes

15%
7%
23%
23%
7%

20%
12%
10%
19%
12%

5%
5%
13%
4%
5%

No
No
Yes
No
No

22%

35%

13%

Yes

44%

31%

13%

Yes

48%

39%

9%

Yes

28%

42%

14%

Yes

30%

39%

9%

No

68%

82%

14%

Yes
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A.9 Comparison: By region
Only regions with a sample population of >50 were used. The results may be seen in
histogram from in chapter 4, Figure 4.13.
Sub-group: Pilots based in the United Kingdom/Ireland
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 90% Civil / 10% Military
Function: 56% Captains / 44% First Officers
n=97
Sub-group: Pilots based in Western Europe
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 84% Civil / 16% Military
Function: 53% Captains / 47% First Officers
n=280
Sub-group: Pilots based in the Middle East
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 89% Civil / 11% Military
Function: 61% Captains / 39% First Officers
n=72
Sub-group: Pilots based in Asia
Mean age range: 36 to 45
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 78% Civil / 22% Military
Function: 42% Captains / 50% First Officers / Second Officers 8%
n=202
Sub-group: Pilots based in North America
Mean age range: 46 to 55
Mean flying hours range: 10,000 to 15,000
Flying training background: 71% Civil / 29% Military
Function: 67% Captains / 33% First Officers
n=105
Sub-group: Pilots based in South America
Mean age range: 26 to 35
Mean flying hours range: 5,000 to 10,000
Flying training background: 98% Civil / 2% Military
Function: 59% Captains / 41% First Officers
n=54
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A.10 MPL pilot group
Sub-group: MPL pilots
Mean age range: 26 to 35
Mean flying hours range: 3,000 to 5,000
Function: 21% Captains / 79% First Officers

Subject Question.

MPL
n=19

Percentage of pilots…
Q2.2 … who have experienced failure of a flight
guidance system or autopilot (in flight).
Q2.6 … who have had an external factor that
required them to fly the aircraft manually.
Q2.9 … who agree or strongly agreed about a
possible loss of manual flying skills with too much
automation.
Q2.10 … who agree or strongly agreed manual
flying skills will decrease over time if they do not
practice them.
Q2.15 … who agree or strongly agree their manual
flying skills have become degraded since you
started flying automated aircraft.
Q3.2 … whose operators’ recurrent training
schedule allows sufficient time to practice manual
flying in the flight simulator.
Q3.6 … who have recently received any simulator
training specifically for upset recovery (in the last
36 months).
Q3.12 … who feel that their manual flying skills
have deteriorated since they started flying
automated aircraft
Q4.2 … who have ever found the aircraft to be in
an automated mode which was not expected and
then resolved the situation by reverting to manual
flight.
Q 4.3 … who have ever noticed the performance of
a colleague on the flight deck be affected by
tiredness or fatigue.
Q4.7 … who have ever been dissuaded from flying
manually because they were mindful that that may
trigger a FDM / FOQA event.
Q4.8 …who have ever been dissuaded from flying
manually because their colleague on the flight deck
felt uncomfortable.
Q5.3 … who feel it is easier to notice a large
airspeed deviation from an EFIS “speed tape” type
display, when compared to a traditional round dial
“analogue” airspeed indicator

53%
68%
84%

100%

84%

5%

95%

84%

89%

100%

37%

37%

79%
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Appendix B - Manual Flying Survey
Manual flying survey - Introduction
As part of an MSc course in “Human Factors in Safety Assessment in Aeronautics” at
Cranfield University, I am conducting a research Thesis related to the manual flying
skills of pilots of automated aircraft.
So if you are the holder of an Airline Transport Pilot Licence (ATPL) or Commercial
Pilot Licence (CPL) and have a type rating on a multi-engine jet or turboprop aircraft,
then your participation in this study would be greatly appreciated.
Why are you being asked to take part?
Loss of Control in flight (LOC-I) is now the main cause of fatal aircraft accidents.
Several recent accidents may have had different outcomes if the crews involved had
demonstrated a higher level of monitoring and manual flying skills. Incorrect or poor
manual flying technique can also lead to other events such as unstable approaches,
hard landings, runway excursions and flap over speeds.
As part of this research I am looking to ascertain the current views of professional pilots
with regards to the importance of manual flying skills and the main factors that may
lead to retention or loss of those skills.
Whilst there have been previous academic studies looking at automation related issues
and measuring manual flying performance in a flight simulator, these have generally
been confined to relatively small groups of specific pilots from one particular
organisation or a single aircraft type. The main aim of this survey is to get the input of a
larger group of pilots from throughout the industry on how they perceive issues (such
as training, monitoring, workload and aircraft design) in line operations under real world
conditions. The data collected will be used to identify and highlight any trends and
issues that are becoming evident in the industry.
How long will it take?
The survey is divided into 5 sections and should only take around 10 to 15 minutes to
complete. Please use the button at the bottom right side of each page to proceed
when you have read all the information.
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Further information
For the purpose of these questions, please consider the words “manual flying” to mean
flight without autopilot and/or autothrottle/autothrust and flight director systems.
“Automated aircraft” will have at least one autopilot, flight director and flight
management system.
Please answer all the applicable questions based on your experience. There are no
right or wrong answers.
Participation is on a voluntary basis and all participants will remain anonymous. It will
not be possible to identify any specific individual from the data provided as a result of
this research.
You can withdraw from the study at any time, without giving a reason and without
repercussions. Should you wish to withdraw your information at any point after you
have completed the survey please e-mail the date/time you undertook the survey by
31st July 2014 and the record will be removed from the collected data.
Please understand that any information you provide will be treated confidentially and
stored securely.
Many thanks for your time, it is highly appreciated!

Peter Wilson
Cranfield University MSc Student & Airline Training Captain.
p.s.wilson@cranfield.ac.uk
By ticking the check box below, you confirm that you have read this page completely
and you fully understand the information provided on it and therefore give consent to
take part in this research. You understand that the data collected will only be used for
research purposes as part of the Human Factors & Safety Assessment in Aeronautics
MSc thesis project conducted by Peter Wilson who is a student at Cranfield University.
 I accept I have read and understood the information provided above.
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Section 1: Your flying background / Experience
Please indicate your initial flying training background:
 CIVIL - Full time course / Integrated / CAP 509
 CIVIL - Modular / Self Improver
 CIVIL - MPL (Airline specific Multi Pilot Licence, introduced from 2006 for cadet
pilots)
 MILITARY - Fixed wing
 MILITARY - Rotary wing
Please indicate your flying experience (in hours):
 200 to 1,500
 1,500 to 3,000
 3,000 to 5,000
 5,000 to 10,000
 10,001 to 15,000
 15,000 +
Please indicate your age range:
 18 to 25
 26 to 35
 36 to 45
 46 to 55
 56 to 65
 I would rather not say
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Please indicate your current aircraft type (or most recent):
 Airbus A300 / 310
 Airbus A318 / 319 / 320 / 321
 Airbus A330
 Airbus A340
 Airbus A380
 Boeing 717
 Boeing 737 - 300 to 900 / BBJ
 Boeing 747 - 400 / 747-8
 Boeing 757
 Boeing 767
 Boeing 777
 Boeing 787
 MD 80 series / DC-9
 MD11/10 (DC-10)
 MD90
 Embraer 135 / 140 / 145
 Embraer 170 / 175 / 190 / 195 / Lineage
 Embraer 120
 DHC 8 Q400
 DHC 8 100/200/300
 Bombardier Learjet series
 Bombardier Global Series
 Bombardier Challenger series
 Bombardier CRJ 100-900
 SAAB 340
 SAAB 2000
 Dornier 328TP/328J
 ATR 42/72 series 200/300/500/600
 BAe Jetstream 41
 BAe 146/AVRO RJ
 BAe ATP
 Fokker 50
 Fokker 70/100
 Gulfstream GIV/450/V/550/650
 Gulfstream G150/200/280
 Dassault Falcon 50/2000/900/7X
 Beechcraft Kingair series
 Hawker HS125/800
 Cessna Citation Series
 Lockheed Tri-Star
 Other type - not listed
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Your current (or most recent) position:
 Captain
 Training Captain / Instructor / TRE / TRI / SFI / SFE / Check airman
 First Officer / Senior First Officer / Training First Officer
 Second Officer (Cruise relief pilot)
Region where you are primarily based:
 UK / Ireland
 Western Europe
 Eastern Europe
 Middle East
 Asia
 Africa
 North America (USA / CANADA)
 South America
 Australia / New Zealand
What type of operations do you currently fly? (May select more than one):
 Regional / Short haul
 Mid-haul
 Long haul
 Corporate / Business Aviation
 Cargo / Air Freight
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Section 2: Manual Flight Requirements
Q 2.1 Do you agree that good manual flying skills are essential for any
airline/commercial pilot?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 2.2 Have you ever been faced with failure of a flight guidance system or autopilot (in
flight)?
 Yes
 No
Q 2.3 Have you received from your operator any specific guidance with regards to
maintaining manual flying skills?
 Yes
 No
Q 2.4 Have you received from your regulator (e.g. CAA / FAA/ DGAC) any specific
guidance with regards to maintaining manual flying skills?
 Yes
 No
Q 2.5 Have you ever been faced with an in-flight aircraft system or equipment failure
that required you to fly the aircraft manually?
 Yes
 No
Q 2.5.1 If you answered "yes", please provide a very brief description of what system
or equipment failed that required you to fly the aircraft manually (e.g. Autoflight, flying
controls etc.)?
Q 2.6 Have you ever been faced with an external factor that required you to fly the
aircraft manually (e.g. turbulence, wake vortex, upset recovery, TCAS RA etc.)?
 Yes
 No
Q 2.6.1 If you answered “yes”, please provide a very brief description of the kind of
event(s) that required you to fly the aircraft manually and on how many occasions they
have occurred (approximately).
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Q 2.7 How would you feel about conducting a flight of one hour duration with the
Autoflight and/or Autothrust system inoperative (assuming it is fitted and allowed under
your aircraft’s MEL and that you will not be required to fly in RVSM airspace)?
 Very comfortable
 Somewhat comfortable
 Neutral
 Somewhat uncomfortable
 Very uncomfortable
Q 2.8 I see colleagues practice manual flying skills:
 Very often (on every flight where possible)
 Often (on more than 50% of flights)
 Sometimes (between 10-50% of flights)
 Very occasionally (between 0-10 % of flights)
 Not at all
Q 2.9 I am concerned about a possible loss of my manual flying skills with too much
automation:
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 2.10 Do you think your manual flying skills will decrease over time if you do not
practice them?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree







Q 2.11 I like to hand fly part of every flight to keep my skills up:
Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Q 2.12 How comfortable do you feel flying "raw data"? (Flight without Flight Director,
Autopilot/Autothrust):
 Very comfortable
 Somewhat comfortable
 Neutral
 Somewhat uncomfortable
 Very uncomfortable
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Q 2.13 Have you ever noticed a colleague practice manual flying prior to a proficiency
check in a flight simulator?
 Yes
 No
Q 2.14 My operator’s attitude to maintaining manual flying skills is:
 Make use of automation at all times
 Use an appropriate level of automation as required
 Neutral
 Encouraged whenever possible
 Not specified
Q 2.15 Do you think your manual flying skills have become degraded since you started
flying automated aircraft?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 2.16 In general, how would you perceive your fellow pilots' manual flying skills are at
the moment?
 Very good
 Quite good
 Average
 Could be better
 Poor
Q 2.17 I feel that my operator’s automation policy is having a negative effect on
maintaining manual flying skills:
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 2.18 I practice my manual flying skills:
 Very often (on every flight where possible)
 Often (on more than 50% of flights where possible)
 Sometimes (between 10-50% of flights where possible)
 Very occasionally (between 0-10 % of flights where possible)
 Not at all
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Q 2.19 How do you perceive your manual flying skills are at the moment?
 Very good
 Quite good
 Average
 Could be better
 Poor
Q 2.20 Do you think it is necessary to improve basic airmanship and manual flying
skills of pilots?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 2.21 In order to maintain flying skills, do you think that manually flying an aircraft
without Flight Director guidance (i.e. Flight Director switched off) would be more
beneficial than hand flying but following a Flight Director?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
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Section 3: Training
Q 3.1 The amount of training: Would you like more time available in the simulator to
practice manual flying?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 3.2 Does your operator’s recurrent training schedule allow you sufficient time to
practice manual flying in the flight simulator?
 Yes
 Sometimes
 No
Q 3.3 Have you ever practiced manual flying in the real aircraft prior to a simulator
check?
 Yes
 No
Q 3.4 There is not enough time spent in the flight simulator practicing manual flight:
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 3.5 Do you think modern simulator recurrent training/checking is too much of a
scripted “box ticking" exercise?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 3.6 Upset recovery training/stall: Have you recently received any simulator training
specifically for upset recovery (in the last 36 months)?
 Yes
 No
Q 3.7 Do you think more emphasis should be placed on assessing a pilot’s manual
flying skills in a flight simulator?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
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Q 3.8 Apart from take-off and landing, how much manual flying do you really do?
 Never
 Rarely
 Sometimes
 Quite often
 Very often
Q 3.9 With regard to (some) pilots being reluctant to practice their manual flying
skills: Why do you think (some) pilots may be reluctant to practice manual flying?
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. They are feeling
tired/fatigued from a
busy schedule.











2. They are not sure
what their manual
flying skills will look
like.











3. It is easier to let
the automatics do
the work.











4. They will have
more capacity for
monitoring/situational
awareness if using
automatics.











5. It is smoother for
passengers to let the
autopilot do the
work.











6. They don’t want
to risk triggering an
FDM / FOQA event.











7. They are lazy.











8. They think it is
safer to use
automatics than
manual flying.











9. They don’t want
to overload the other
pilot with extra
monitoring.











10. Workload is too
high, airspace is too
busy.











11. Lack of
opportunity.











12. Nobody else
does it.
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Q 3.10 Of the 12 statements above in Q3.9, please select from the drop down list
(below) the number relating to which statement you think is the main reason pilots may
be reluctant to practice manual flying:













Statement # 1
Statement # 2
Statement # 3
Statement # 4
Statement # 5
Statement # 6
Statement # 7
Statement # 8
Statement # 9
Statement # 10
Statement # 11
Statement # 12

Q 3.11 Regarding recency in manual flying tasks with regards to performance:
Who do you think would be most likely to have better manual flying skills?
 A pilot who (after basic training) started their career on automated aircraft but
practiced manual flight often.
 A pilot who started their career flying a conventional aircraft before moving onto an
automated aircraft, but does not practice manual flight.
Q 3.12 Do you feel that your manual flying skills have been affected since you started
flying automated aircraft?
 Yes, they have improved
 No, they have not changed
 Yes, they have deteriorated
Q 3.13 Do you fly outside of work?
 Gliding
 Light aircraft (fixed wing or rotary)
 Aerobatics
 Flight instruction
 I do no extra flying outside of work
Q 3.14 How do you think your manual flying skills will be in the future if you do not
practice them?
 They will decline
 They will stay the same
 They will improve
Q 3.15 What do you think would be the most effective way for pilots to maintain or
improve manual flying skills?
 More simulator training
 Less restrictive automation airline policy
 More assessment / regulation
 Extra training in light aircraft / gliders
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Section 4: Workload and performance
Obviously there are situations where it is not possible to practice manual flight, such as
RVSM airspace and occasions such as very busy airspace and/or poor weather
conditions when workload will likely be very high.
Q 4.1 If you are the “Pilot Monitoring/Non Handling Pilot”, do you feel the workload in
the flight deck would be increased to an unacceptable level for normal operations if the
“Pilot Flying/Handling Pilot” were to fly a descent and approach manually without the
use of Autopilots or Flight Directors (assume good weather and low traffic levels)?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 4.2 Have you ever found the aircraft to be in an automated mode which you were not
expecting and then resolved the situation by reverting to manual flight?
 Yes
 No
Q 4.3 Have you ever noticed the performance of a colleague on the flight deck be
affected by tiredness or fatigue?
 Yes
 No
Q 4.4 Do you believe airline/commercial schedules are generally just too busy that
pilots may be too tired to practice manual flying?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 4.5 Have you ever felt so tired or fatigued that you feel you could not fly the aircraft
safely without automation?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 4.6 Do you think it is safer to use full automation at all times?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
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Q 4.7 Flight Data Monitoring (FDM): Have you ever been dissuaded from flying
manually because you were mindful that you may trigger a FDM / FOQA event?
 Yes
 Not applicable / not fitted to my aircraft type
 No
Q 4.8 Have you ever been dissuaded from flying manually because your colleague on
the flight deck felt uncomfortable?
 Yes
 No
Q 4.9 What methods do you use to maintain manual flying skill proficiency?
 Manually flying when the situation allows (the weather is nice and the workload is
low)
 Flight simulators
 Flying outside of work
 Normal take offs and landings in line operation
Q 4.10 Do you think some pilots are just “lazy / too complacent” with regards to
practicing manual flying?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 4.11 You are flying to a destination that you have previously visited and Air Traffic
Control offers you a visual approach; the weather is nice and traffic levels are low. How
would you most likely feel?
 Very comfortable
 Somewhat comfortable
 Neutral
 Somewhat uncomfortable
 Very uncomfortable
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Section 5: Monitoring and Design
There have been several high profile loss of control accidents following low airspeed /
high angle of attack / stall events. Some aircraft types have angle of attack
information available to be displayed to the crew (e.g. it is available as a customer
option on the Boeing 737NG & 777 and fitted to many new business jets).
Q 5.1 Do you think angle of attack information (alpha) should be displayed directly to
the pilots on all public transport aircraft types?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 5.2 Should there be more audio and visual warnings from aircraft designers to alert
of low airspeed situations?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 5.3 With regards to airspeed monitoring, do you feel it is easier to notice a large
airspeed deviation from an EFIS “speed tape” type display, or from a traditional round
dial “analogue” airspeed indicator? (In this case the original target speed was 250
knots).
 EFIS Speed tape
 Round dial

EFIS Speed tape

Analogue airspeed indicator
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Q 5.4 If your aircraft is fitted with “trend vectors” on the primary flight display
instruments; do you think this makes manual flight a lot easier?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral / Not applicable
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 5.5 With some aircraft having full flight envelope protection with fly by wire/auto-trim,
is there any benefit in practicing manual flight in these types, given that failures in
equipment are rare?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 5.6 Do you feel that Autothrottle/Autothrust has changed the way you monitor your
indicated airspeed?
 Less monitoring is required
 It has stayed the same
 More monitoring is required
 Not Applicable / Not fitted to my aircraft type
Q 5.7 Do you think monitoring skills are equally as important as good manual flying
skills?
 Strongly agree
 Agree
 Neutral
 Disagree
 Strongly disagree
Q 5.8 Have you received from your operator any specific guidance with regards to
maintaining or improving monitoring skills?
 Yes
 No
Q 5.9 In general, how would you perceive your fellow pilots’ monitoring skills are at the
moment?
 Very good
 Quite good
 Average
 Could be better
 Poor
“If you wish to comment on this survey or to add anything with regards to manual flying
skills, please feel free to comment below (max 3,000 characters). You have now
reached the end of the survey. Thank you very much for your time and for your
participation, it is really appreciated.”
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